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Foreword
. .

This booklet contains summaries of the winning projects in an Awards
Program for Innovative Teaching of Reasoning. The,deep concersi of the
Joint Council on Economic Education in how to teach reasoning derives
directly from the Council's purpose. to help develop, in young people,
by the time they graduate from high school, an abilitrto understand and
make reasoned judgments about the qUestions facing society and them-
selves as members of that society. Only in this way can they become
responsible citizens and effective decision makers.

.The Awards Program was created and funded by Marvin Bower, who
was the chairman of the JCEE from 1966 tO 19,7. TheJCEE is-grateful
to him for his generosity and service. His explanation of the purposes
and benefits of,the program serves as an introduction to the reports.

Briefly, the objective of the competition was to encourage the de-
velopment of creative strategies for teaching reasoning. The underlying
premise is that reasoning, is a specific skill that can be applied to the
numerous choice-making ,situations all of us face in our roles as con-
sinners, prqdueers, and citizens.'While no professional economist would
claim thatr6conomics is the oilly discipline that requires the application
of sound reasoning, the field does offer rich opportunities for structured
choiE9 making.

These summaries show methods of teaching reasoning that are ap-
plicable-to a variety of disciplines and situations. The methods are m the
context of broad issues to which individuals, commnnines, and wealth-
creating institutions must apply a decisiqn-rnaking process.

Mkhael A. MacDoweli
Presiderk JCEE
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The Cape f r the Fourth R

,

Marvin Bower*

,

f

Reading, writing, and 'rithmetic need to be joined by the fourth R
reasoningespecially reasoning about economic matters..Every persori
with a capacityto reason will be:

1. A more effective and happier individual
2, A more effective voter
3. A:more effective and more satisfied jobholder.

TI-IE. MORE EFFECTIVE AND
. IIAPPIA PERSON

4
,

,
Evcry son's effectiveness and pappiness is controlled by- his/her

wiA lingness 'ability to make the decisions and solve the problems. of
daily life, andl,y the quality of those decisions avtd solutions. Information
that creates a problem reaches the individual thrOugh ideas and events
iii personal activities or in the world at large. That information may come
from some physical happening, or 'from what other people say or do.
What, if anything, should be done? if the decision is 0 tackle the problem,
how well is it solved? Pecisions, decisionslife is made up of them. Most
call for ability to reason. For example, high school students are

' tempted to drop out The quality of their ni g in maknig that decision
will determine their effectiveness an appiness for the rest of their lives.

Marvin Bowcr is a consultant with McKinsey & Company and a former managing di
of that firm, He Is a graduate of BroWn University, Harvard Law School, an arvard
Business School and an honorary trustee of Brown and Of Case Westecn 8 rve universi.
tieS He has been act e in the Joint Council on Economic Educatio for some twenty
years and was chairnin of the board of trustees for nearly half that period. This paper is
based on rcmarks he ade at the annual meeting of the NatiOnal Association of Economic
Educators of the Joint Council on Economic Education at Cincinnati, Ohio, on October,

-.12, 1980. i
I
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is On lesser revels of significance the individual is faced constantly with
choices and trade-offs.*The money he Imes for one piirpose cannot be
used for anpther. Neither can the .time. Should the family buy a washing

emachme nght now on credit or postpone the purchase until they save

enough to buy for cash-13erhaps at a discountand save intei-est on the

loan? Should people make decisions that look only to the short term or
should they look to the long term mnd plan for the future? The quality

of such decisions will determine an individual's success, selfconfidence,

and happiness. A high proportion of indis idual decisions requires-skill in

reasoning about economic issues, together with skills in reading, writing,
and calculating: The four IL's must work together

:
.. A MQRE EFFECTIVE VOMR

P

,.

Most votes that citizens cast call for decisions on candidates And

moit of those decisions call for ability to reason, especially op economic

matters. This reality is illustrated by a full page advertisement of the then

current issue ofFortune that rark in the Ne* York Tintes of September

9, 1980. The lane headline said. 4'WHO VOTED'FOR INFLATION? YOU

DID." Then iri, discussing an article about inflation the advertisement

continued: i

-What's behind raging inflation? It's partly the pressure we all put on our
-:.'.

political system tot gain our special interests. A major FORTUNE analysis
. .

examines how democracy helped put us in our present fix and.how it can

get us out.

. ,

- We cant expect the typical citizen to understand inflationeven
sconomists differ on its causes and certainly its cures But every citizen

is a vigtim of inflation, and his vote either helps to stimulate it cit slow
it down. How carr,he learn enough reasoning to enable him to vote
in,telligently in hit own long-term interests? In the ling term, interests of
his children and grandchildren? Or in the inter ,

1,, of the nation as a

Whole?
Let's look further at inflation, which is a powerful divisive force in

our society. President Johnson called it "the pkkpocket of the poor "
Certainly inflation is a cruel burden for ppsioners and others who must
live on fixed incomeschiefly the elderly Those who save sec t eir

sipurchasing power melt away. Those who borrow have advantage ver

the lenders. The wealthy hav e the best chance 6 avoiding inflation's

devastations.
. . .
A bipartisan group of thirteen former senior government economic

. officials has formed the Committee tO Fight Inflation Its purpo'se is"to

,

,

'
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urge strong and persistent actionsto control whit they term the nation's
"chronic inflation." Their policy statement,,issued by the Commtttee on
its foxmation, as quoted in the New YOrk Times of June 22, 1980, con-
cludes with these words:

While bur inflatio laigely a consequence of government astions, those
actions in turn reflect excessive public demandsfor the good things of
liferising living st dards, better provisions for income security, more
assistanc to the sadvantaged among us, a cleaner environment, fuller
protection of the public's health and-safety, and special benefits for a
growing number of interest grotips. Each of these demands is thoroughly
understandable Together, hoirvever, they release persistent inflationary
forcesfirst, by demanding of the government greacer outlays than tax
revenueS can finance, second, hy demandingof the private economy greater
output than its languishing productivity can support.

Let's take; mose specific clamplehelping the handicapped, a heart-
moving objective. Congress passed the RehabilitatiorrAct of 1973 which
states that "no otherwise qualified handicapped individual" should be
xcluded from "any program or activ.ity receiving federal ass,istance." The

Department offransportation (DOT) concluded that this language means
that every new public bus must include a wheelchair lift which addi
$15,000 to $20,000 to the cost orate bus, that within ten Mrs half of
each city's buses must have such lifts, and that within thirfy years subway.-
systeMs must retrofit kcy stations to make them accessible to wheelchair
users, a rule that reqUires installation of elevators as well as special
equipment such as "gap fillers" between platforms and trains.

The New York City area Metropolitan Transportation Authority has
voted to defy this rule which would require capital investments of $1.5
billion in current dollars. A May 1979 survey orWashingfon's fully ac-
cessib* subway system found only thirty-four wheelchair users among
!he sykems 200,000 daily riders. In icy Milwaukee with 10,0 lift-equipped
buses, only ninc wheelchair users took the bus all last November.

Discussing this 'subject editorially, the WallStreetJournal (Septem-
ber 29, 1980) says that the DOT regulatory mentality "converts a com-
passionate impillse into an economic monstrosity." Evidently reasoning
has prompted action by two congressmen., ttle Journal goes on to say:

Rep James C Cleveland R, N.1l,) and Sen. Edward orinsky (D., Neb.)
have each sponsored amendmen'ts that would give local transit systems
some flexibility in serving the handicapped. Perhaps they will stop such
absurdities as the DDT's insistence that thc Vail, Colorado, transit system
equip its 14 buses with wheelchair lifts, even though there is only one
wheelchair user in the entire service area, and she says she wouldn't take
.the bus anyway.

4 ' 3



MORE EFFECTIVE JOBHOLDER§

Thc need for reasoning on the job is obvious. Personal, technical,
and organizational issues arise daily. Finding optimal solutions for pro
ductiv ay and quahry problems requires joint reasoning bow een labor
and management.

Without passing on the soundness or the net long term value to the
economy of giving government sypport to the Chrysler Corporation, it

Kloes provide a/dramatic illustration of the value of rational decision
making on economic issues. WitCbankfuptcy looming, union and man
agement, stepping aw ay from ^their traditional poltions, concluded a 4

mutually satisfactory agreement that met the government's requirement.
The union 8ased its stand on wages and benefits and joined management
in seeking federal loan guarantees. Whatever the long term merits of the
arrangement may pro% c to bt, it represented an attempt to sohe a type
of problem. that is rarely addressed,tationally.

Of course, roost,work-related issues are less striking in their impli-
cations than the Chrysler case. My overall concern is not ith the stakes
Inv oh ed m any indiv idual case, but w ith the pen ash eness of the problem.
I am concerned because most adult Amerie'ans depend too much on
emotions and not enough on reasoning to solve w orker.management
prohlems: ,

Only through reasOning,can Vve solve the problems of productivity
and quality so,as to enable the nation to compete effectively in world
markets and to ensure the profitable growth of our economy that is
necessary for soh ing basic national problemspeasoning ability is needed
in the electorate if there is to be broad understanding of the fact that it
is easier to divide a larger and largor economic pie than a static: or
shrinking one.

NEED FOR NEW COURSES AND METHODS

To me the case for the fourth R seems clear and impelling. The jffoltt
.

must begin R. ith a 'definition of what reasoning is and should 'include
statement-of the minimuib basic acquirements for a litratc pers'or4o be,
able to reason effectively.

An understanding of basic ecipiomic principles can make important
contributions to teaching and learning reasoning abiliry . In the Chairman's
Letter in the 1980 Annual Report of the Joint Council, Richard E. Heckert 1'

said:
!

. 1 do know it is vital to get across to every student in this country a few
basic concepts. how a society's wealth is crated . . how.xracle offs are

4--
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al*ays involved in the distribution ofscarce resourtes ... the crucial roles
played by capital, labor and technology. I do know it is vital for students
to learn to usc these basic concepts and how lo apply them when analyzing
problems, developing alternatives and making choiccs at both the personal
and societal levels.

u4

'there is no 9uestion that an understanding of the basic conceptswhat
we call simple. economic literacy-Lis vital. In a democracy, bad Cconomic
results tend in a majQr way to reflect pqo9 economic choices-made by
millions of peoplt aqd their elected repr ntativcs.

I am in hopes that teaching methods or a- cciurse fo i? teaching'rea-
soning can incorporate basic economic concepts without requiring stu-
dents also to gain an understanding of stich additional macro elements
as the Federal Reserve System and fiscal and monetary policy.

9 However, the teaching of reasoning is not the exclusive province of
economic teachers. Other disciplines can contribute. In law school, for
example, we were taught rigorous reasoning without specific refercncc
tb economic concepts. Contributions to teaching reasoning can also come
from logic, fact-based problem solving, programmed and computer-based
learning, decision theory, mathematics, psychology,The scientific method,
communications, and other disciplines and knowledge areas.

What we need is an' amalgam of innovative, creative, but simple
principles and methods for teaching reasoning that is short and that can
be infused into other courses or into curriculums'of our schools and
colleges and adult learninkinstitutions bf all types. In fact, individuals
from different disciplines ctfrom other fields entirely can perhaps team
up to meet these demanding requirements possibly only a complete
breakaway frothraditional educadonal methods will provide the answer.

'Specific teaching methods or courses of study need to be developed.
'for various gades and ages. This will not be easy because our public
education throu-Whigh school is a locally directed activity. We have
nearly sixteen thousind individual schooldistricts. Each district specifies
its own curriculum and teaching methods, except as the individual state
may provide some regulation. Ofcourse, the three R's arc taught nationally
but not necessarily in the Qine mannyr. To add the fourth R and infuse
the teaching of this basic skill into elementary and secondary schools
in a short time will require teachiii and enthusiasm of both learners and
teachers about che weat value of improved reisoning.

An even greater challengebut also with a, substantial payoffis to
reach and teach reasoning to adults. For in addition to the other problems
adult§ must be attracted to the learning place. These include adult ed-
vatiotill programs conducted by high sqools, community colleges, col-
leges and univeisities, service ctub'S, Y's, companies, labor unions, and
public and commercial radio. and TV stations.

5 ne.
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No matter where the learning takes place, the end result mnst be
greater student competenc5 in reasoning, especially aboUt economic
issues. If the subject is to be taught w idely and rapidly throughoui the
nation to people of all ages, the content must be so impressiyeand the
teaching methods so effeetnethat the learners w ill become its most
actiYe and effectiye athocates. It is my hope that thc learners will bc
fasunated, cy en thrilled, by the pow er that their new ly acquired capability
brings them. If the power of this learning does become dear to thc
learner, then the program s ill spread b), word of mouth to meet the goal
of achieving widespread reasoning competence in a short time.

To stimulate people with creatiye ideas from many fields to come
forward and contribute to this %ital effort, theJoint Conn n -Economic
Education Ifik established an award program. h are three aw ards of
$7,500 each for dey eloping teaching methods çnd courses in reasoning
abode economic issues adjudged to be the best designed to achic% e the
foregoing obfectives in. (1/ elementary and secondary sthools, (2) col
leges and universities, and (3) institutions 'of adult learning.

Perhaps as importune as the monetary reward are the intangible
rewards. the satisfaction of nuking a major contribution to the nation's

4
well-being atid the prestige that well come with success.

.4,
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Choices in the Marketplace:
Using Economic Reasoning to
Analyze Consumer Behavior

ss

- Donald Wentworth; George Whitney,
Ktnneth Leonard, Paul Heyne, and Laurie Stevahn

, le Washington State Council on Economic Education,
' Seattle, Washington

INTRODUCTION

be
Our objective was to improve consumer education instruction \ y

introducing the use of economic reasoning to students and teachers as
a mvans of analyzing c(onsumer behavior and developing personatcriteria
for judging "wise" consumer behavior. The process employed to accom-
plish this included:

I. Conceptualization and statement of objectives
2. Development of curriculum materials
3. Pilot testing of the materials
4. Implementation by way of teacher training workshops
5. Comprehensive evaluatiOn of the.projeces impact

The incorporation of economic reasoning into the project gave it a unique
character and contributed to its enthusiastic, reception by educators in
Washington State. k

RATIONALE

Originally begun as an attempt to include economic principles in
consumer edfication, this project underwent a metamorphosis during its
developmental stage.'At first, the project directorsDonald Wentworth,
George Whitney, and Kenneth Leonardthought that student economic

ws
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* understanding would he enfianced if they provided a description of tfa\'
overall operation of thc economy, introduced the "tools,and concepts"
of economics, and highlighted the role of consumers Th result of this
strategy was unsatisfactory because it failed to help stuanls understand
their behavior 'as consumers, and it did not give them much insight into
the consumption behavior of other.

The project directors dccided to define economic literacy as eco-
nomic reasoning. Sxmmes and Gillikd dddressed this topic in the fed
towing manner:

Economic htericy is best defined it;terms of a capaty to_apply reasoning
processes when makmg decisions about scarce resources. Economic rea,
seining implies having the capacity to. define the choice related Problems
which confront .us, identify and rink ,criteria or goals which shape ouf
choices, identify possible alternative choices, aise *knowledge (facts and
concepts) in analyze the probable consequences of choosing cach-alter
ntive and take action based upon evaluation of the costs and benefits of
various alternative choices!'

Paul Heyne, an economist at the University of Washington, 4agreed to.
work on this project to help fotus thc instruction on economic rsroning.

oncurrently , the staff of the Washington State Council on E'conomic
Education surveyed-consumer education/ lAsses andmaterials The survey
uncovered definite patterns in consumer education instruction. The con'
tent usually focused on budgeting, personal financing, and financial pro
tection in the form of insurance. There appeared to be no reasön for

\ additional wprk on, these topicsa new focus was needed.
The project directors decided to stress consumer decision making.

Why ;a...choice _necessary? How do people, make their choices? go pro
ducers and consumers make choices in similar ways? How does a con
sumer make a 'wise" choice? Thc analysis of these questions prdvided
ar(CAcllcrdop-portiinity to help students develop their reasoning skills
andto learn economics as the students studied thcir own behavior

The curriculum thc directors developed emphasizes that evsryone
must, choose, i.e., that choice-making is a dominant aspect of human
behavior. This perspective helps students understand why everyone
whether producer or consumermakes choices, how the choices are
made why individual valties influence every choice. anThoa these choices
interact iri an unhindered free market.

.
t.'S Stowell Symmes and June VaHtard. "Economic LiteracyWhat Is It)" in S Stowell

Symmcs, ed.. Economic Education. Links to the Social,Studies (Washington. DC No

tional Council for thc Social Studks, 1981). p 5

1 3
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One important feattire of the material is its emphasis on individual '
diffcrencff Because _maple arc diffeicrit, their incentives to behave 4n
particularways vary just as do their ideas of personal satisfaction. At kst
glahce, this phenomenon intrbduces great' complexity into the study of
consumer behavior At second glance, it helps people understand Why
it is so cllfficult tot convince ccuisumers to act as "good" consumers. No- -
person's criteria for choice makItig will explain or satisfy someone else's
criteria Theirfore, all consumeil must establish their OWn criteria for
"wise" consumer choices and try lo keep their behavior consistent with
their criteria. This perspective "frees" students from thc necessity to
evaluate consumer behavior according to criteria established by adults
and set forth in a particulat consumer education textbook. It, allows
students to reason their way through to thcir own cgoices on the basis
of their, own values and perceptions.

THE STR.UCTUg OFTHE
CURRICULUM MATERIALS

An integrated instruction concept, including both lectures and dem-
onstration lessons, was used for thc curriculum materials. The original
concept of the unit and the preliminary steps were the work of the three
project directors, Wentworth, Whitney, and Leonard. Then Paul Hcyne
wrote a series of short lectures on economic reasoning, and Laurie Ste-
vahn, a secondary school teacher, deyeloped the demonstration lessons.
Each lesson had a two!fold purpose. One was to introduce studenis to a
basic premise in economic reasoning, the other was to provide a class-
room activity that would elicit student behavior exemplifying the prin-
ciple explained in the lecture. The following is rshort suMmary of each
lesson and of the reasoning process involved.

Lesson 1 --
The lecture explains why all people must cconqmize in tfii) use of

their moneyand resourccsto choose which goodsand services to obtain
with their limited means. The ,demonstration lesson analyzes student
decision-making behavior. The purpose is to help students define the
thoice-related problems that confront them.

The lesson includes a variety of aCiivities in addition to the lecture,
which defines the term "economize," explains scarcity, and illustrates
the eopics by showing that a decision to purchase a rccord might entail
the postponement of the puirchase ofnew jeans. For example, the students

1-\ are asked "How 'many decisions have you made today? What kinds of
decisions have you made?" The responses will show that people have to

9-- 1



make many decisions nery day, and this observation w ill lead...to thc
study of the individual's role as a decision maker in the marketplace

The students arc taught how to take notes efficiently, , and then they
are presented w ith three situations that inule decision making They

must take notes ow each situation and mention any similarities they find
in those situations. Fur instance, in une situation the student must choose
between buying a record album and going to a moic In another, thc
student is visiting Disneyland and wants to go on three rides, but has

int:lets fur only mu. The situations arc then discussed, and the students
must point out the &sources and the wants at issitc in each situation.

The discussion of the .situations sets the stage for the short lecture.
After the lecture, one student is' gh en S10.60 and told that he or she
may purchase any thing in the classrooni that has a prke tag attached to
it. The student has one minute in which to makc a choice. Thc students
are then asked. -Was the student economizing? Why, , or why not? What
did the student du that fit the definition of economize? Did thc student
do anything 'that .did not fit thc definition of economize?" The othcr
students are asked to tell what items they would ha% e purchased with
the $10.00 and tu explAin why. Th.e lesson ends with an emphasis upon
the principle that scarcity forces choices betw een alternat4S' for thc
greatest satisfaction.

Lesson 2
This lesson cmphisizes'thc importance to consumers of substitutes

The students learn that substitutes exist fur all things, that satisfaction is
indnidually determined, and that different people with the same infor
=ion may make different ehoices. This conclusion is vi% idly dcmon
strated when studeats arc asked to purchase food described in a grocery
store advertisemeht. Gn en the same, $10.00 budget, no two students
mer buy the same items. This lesson helps students set up criteria and

.specify alternatives.
Thc students review thc vocabulary learned in Lesson 1 by com-

pleting a simple crossword "le composed of the ntris: terms (ccon
omize, consumer, choice, resources, scarcity, and alternathes), This is
followed by thc lecture, which shows that economizing can become
more complicated than in the examples in the first lesson It is pointed
out that nen the wealthy haNe to economize (make' choices in the
vrketplace), that time as well as monc is scarce, that erconomic gOods

4+fiSe substitutes, that people's abilities and preferences can change, apd
that satisfaction is tht critcrion consumNs usc in making choiccs.

Now thc studcnts are divided into groups of thrcc to five, and cach
group recenes a copy of the same grocery adtertisemenr. Each studcnt
gets a budgct sheet and is told to spcnd up to $10.00. The students writc
the names and prices uf the products in thc appropriate rows and columns
on the budget sheet. Sneral students arc asked to'rcad their lists.aloud,



while the others compare their choices with those of the readers, who
must explain their choices and tell how prices influenced their decisions.
The isaders must note how their choices and-reasons are both suntlar
to and different from the choices and reasori; of the others. A second
budget sheet is then distributed, bill the allowance has been reduced to
$S 00 Again the students must make choices and explain their decisions.
It is pointed out that the same incentives (satisfaction and price) are still
at work, but now the students must compare the previous list with the
new one and explain why they gave bp certain products, retained some
of the original choices, and chose substitutes for others. In particular,
they must tell what they had to give up to stay with an original choice
what were the costs to the student in real terms? This lesson closes with
the studentsibeing asked the following "quick" questiOns:

.1 How is consumer satisfaction deterinined?
What might be Some substitutes for newspapers?
How do indiiiduals detearnine whether a product or service is worth
the price?

Leison 3
This lesson emphasizes the importance of viewing COSI 2S a sacrificed

alternative Studerits are forced to judge their decisions in light of the
sacrifices thar must be made, as well as the benefits to be obtained.
Students consider the probable consequences of each alternatkve and take
action based on their evaluation of relative costs and benefits: They learn
that the real cost of purchasing (or choosing) a good (a product or
service) is the next best alternative one gives up to obtain that good.

At the start of the lesson the students are asked to tell how they
economized time and money over the past weekend. Examples of their
responses are listed on the board. In a short lecture the teacher then

*shows that all choices involve costs, defines opportunity costs, provides
illusCrations of real costs, and to illustrate that two people can make
different decisions and still be "right" begause thcy have different values.
The students are reminded of the costs that accompanied their food
choices in the previous lesson, the real cost being the next best choice
of peoducts they would have selected with their llmited resources.

The students receive an outline form on which they write a definition
of opportunity cost and state thc opportunity costs illustrated in the
lecture and in seVeral situations presented by the teacher. The following
are examples of the situations:

You bought a nylon jacket irfstead of a leather jacket so that you would
have enough monevo go :on a ski-trip. What was your çipportunity
cost?

11
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You want to participate in a bicycle race tomorrow at 4:00 P.M., and
you are busy putting new tubes in your bike tires. A friead calls you
and asks if you would like to go water skiing with his family. They are
leaving in half an hour and will return homc at 3.45 tomorrow after
noon. You decide to go water skiing. What are y our opportunity costs?
The school lunch menu reads. Hot Lunch-80C , Cold Sandwich-5bc,
Apple-25C , Cookies-20C , Mi1k-10C. you have 80C , and you decide
to buy the hà lunch. What are your opportunity costs?

Next, the students are asked to reconsider their examples of economizing
in time and money during the pre% ious weekend and to state their op
portumty costs in each situatan. The lesson ends by haNing the students
write their own definitions of oppurtunity cost and by 'lasing the class
comment on the definitions.

Lesson 4 .

In this lesson.the students analyze how the actions of other people
influence their choices, and they consider how price serves both as a
measure of value and an allocating device. They also learn how their
behas, ior influences that of other consumers. Again, they mus't considr
the probable consequences of their choices, and the role of price in
assessing these consequences. They will find that price is a measuring
des, ice that indicates the rclatis, %aide of different products and sen ices
in thc marketplace, and that it is a rationing device that allocates products
to consumdrs who value the product or service most. highly.

'A major activity in this lesson is an auction. The students receive an
auction activity form entitled "Who'Gets What for How Much?" The form
int:hides spaces in which the students-will list the itcms offered for sale
and the purchase price of each item. Below this part of the forn there
are three questions with spaces for tile snkdent's answers. The st denfs
must keep these questions in mind as the auction takes place.

1. What determines the price ou arc willing to pay for goods or klices?
2. What is the value of an item offered for sale?
3. How was it defermined who got what during the auction?

The students are told that thty are all consumers in the marketplace and
that they may bid for items or siop bidding at any time. The teacher then
takes bids on a paper airplane, getting as much cash is possible. The
students list this item on their actis, ity form along with thc final purchase
price. Next, the teacher auctions off a candy bar. This is followed by the
auction of a sccond paper airplane, a second candy bar, a final paper
airplane, and a final candy bar. Qucstions like the folldwing arc asked.
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Why were some of you willing to af good Toney for a paper airplane
when you already have paper with u?
Wily were some of you willing to p4y more than the market price for
a candy bar?
Were you cheated? Why or why not?
What determined the price you were willing to bid for each item?
What was the value of each item offered for sale?
If you had been 'told that 100 candy batt would be dffeted for sale
during the auction, what is the most you would have been willing to
pay for the first candy bar? \Vhy?

The teacher then reviews the responses given to thc previous questions
and invites student comment. Emphasis is placed on (1) the relationship
between price and sqarcity, (2) the relationship betweenTrice and the
satisfaction the buyer expects to obtain from acquiring a scarce it m,
(3) recognition that value is what an individual is willing to give up. o
get the item (this includes the' opportunity costs), (4récogçtion that
the buyers could have used their scarce resource4 in many oth ways,
and (5) the principle that prices allocate scarce resources (the
were sold to the students who werg willing and able to pay the highest
prices).

As a concluding activity, the students see a transparency of the
popular comic strip "Herman" byJim Unger (Universal Press Syndicate).
(In this episode, Herman is in a restaurant. He wkrits white bEead, but
the waker brings another kind. He asks for pea soup; but the restaurant
is out of that, so he must take chicken noodle soup. Instead\ of baked
potato, he must settle for French fries. In retaliation, he offers to pay his
check with "two fives" because he "ran out of twenties.") The students
must analyze this humorous situation-, using the principles they have
learned. Thty should conclude that the consumcr did not obtain as much
sadfaction out of the substitute items as he would have obtained from
the products he ordered. His sarcastic offer to pay the waiter "two fives"
is his way of conveying his dissatisfaction to the restaurant.

Lesson 5
This lesson concentrates on a non-price-allocating device, rationing,

to help students analyze the costs and benefits involved when price is
not used as a measuring device. Here they use the concepts they learned
previously to reason out the probable consequences of changing from a
pricebased to non-price-based allocation system. They should learn that
it is difficult to allocate goods gpdservices on the basis of "needs" because
individuals define their own *needs.' differently, and suppliers have no
way of really knowing whose needs are most impoitant. Price will be
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seen as a rationing device used to allocate products and services ,to
consumers who are willing to, pay the most for them.

The first part of a hree-part lecture is presented, showing that it is

difficult to allocate goo s on the basis of perceived "needs" beclase

people define their needs erently. The lecturer uses food to illustrate
the problem because eve one needs food, but tastes vary so greatly tpat

the type of food that satisfics one person's "need" might not satisfy an,

other's. This leads, then, to a discussion of the allocation of gasoline A
to.worksheet entitled "Allocating Gasoline" is distributed to the students

The sheet lists twelve users of gasoline (such as ,fire fighters, farmers,

airlin er! traveling salespeople, police, manufacturers, families, and teen-

agers 'dithout jobs), and the students must establish an order of preference

to show who needs gasoline the most.
Disagreements will probably surfacc as the class discusses the ques-

tion "Who needs gasoline the most?" One student can read his or her

list, and the ensuing discussion should reveal that problems arisewhen
we try to allocate gasoline according to needs. The personal values of
the different gasoline users might be specified, and this phase of the lesson

can end with a discussion of the problems that are likely to occur when

any good is rationed according.to need:
The second part of the reeture deals tvith ihe following question.

If the nation gets Into another "oil crisis," should the government ration
gasoline by entitling everyone to gic same amount) Would such a9 allo:

cation fit our "needs" better? (The lecture shows how hard it is tddefine

"the same amount of gasoline for everybody." Does a family of seven 'get

seven times as much as a person living alone) Is it the same amount per

person, per automobile, or per licensed driver? Should the owners of mo-

torcYcles get the same amount as oWners of cars? Should the owners of

recreational vehicles get as much as those who use their cars in their jobs) '

These examples illustrate the problem and lead to the conclusiorithat
it is impossible to allocate gasoline on the basis of need because no one

can fairly and accurately assess what people's needs are, The principle

can be demonstrated in'the classroom by having the teacher offer to sell

one felt-tip pen. There will be only one pen, but ,several students will,

want it. It will become evident that there is no objective way of deciding
who needs the pen most, so the pen will be sold to the highest bidder
The students can discuss what would have happened if the teacher had

tried to give away the pen according to needs. They should be able to

answer such questions as. "What does the value and price of a product

have to do with the allocation of that product?" ,
4

The third part of the lecture begins ,by asking whether or not it

would be fair for the rich to have gasoline while the poor go without it

(The lecturer notes that both the rich and the poor would tend to
purchasc less gasoline at higher prices because of the opportunity costs
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involved, and that the price system paystattention to the enormous vare
iation in people's wants and abilities.) On the one hand, tfie sajes rep-
resentative will be willing to pay more for gasoline _so as not to lose sales
and income People who do not use their cars' fiat. their work, on ihe
other hand, will not want io pay the higher price, and thus they will be
making gasóline available to those who must drivs: In short, the'price
system will ration the gasoline.

- -This part of the lecture also dealt with pe problem of deciding what
is "essential" in the use of gasoline. What one person considers essential
another considers nonessential. Pricing solves the problem by letting
buyers decide what is essential for theniselves and whaenonessential
items to forgo. Price permits consuiders t6 make comparisons as they ,
decide how to use their scarce resources. If a serving of steak is twice
the price of a serving of fish, the consumer Inows that steak must yield
twice as muCh satisfaction or it should not be purchased..

Price also tells suppliers what to produce. They will try to produce
more of whatever is in short supply because they can increase their own
incbmes b'y selling the Wilier-priced items. In doing this, the.y help to .
reduce the shortage. Prices allow consumers and producerssd reCognize
which products are in shortest supply or most valued, and their voluntary
actions result in the adjustment of supply and'demand. The lesson ends
with a discussion of the following questions: ,

What might be. some problems that stippliers would encounter if they
tried to ration digital watches based on people's needs?
HoW is it decided who gets digital watches in the marketplace? In
othei words, on what basis arc digital watches rationed in the mart
ketplace?
What do value and price have to do with .how the market allocates

.goods and services?

Lesson 6
Here the students -find that the reasoning skills used td undcrstand

consumer behavior extend to both buyer and seller. The lesson empha-
sizes that both prNucer and consumer economize, try to anticipate each
other's behavior, and always remain very dependent upon one another.
Thus, buyers and sellers adjust to each others' economizing behaviors in
the marketplace.

The lesson requires two 50tminute periods. To begin, the teacher
asks: "When you go to the store to purchase a ne* ten-speed bicycle,
what guides yotir economiting behas;ior (your choices on how to spend
scarce resourdes) in the marketplace?" Aftersome discussion, the students
are asked to list all the jobs that must be done In order to manufacture
a bicycle and make it available for sale. The teacher then poses the
following questions: -
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How.do suppliers coordinate all of the activ ities that go into making
and supplying products? .

How do suppliers decide what to produce?
How do suppliers set prices ?

tudents arc told that they should he able to ansiv er these quesfions
.at the end of thc day's session.

ow Part I of a threepart lecture is gien. Our dependence on othcrs
is'stressed the students learn of the many people and jobs involved in
producing a simple item such as a pencil. Then they re hos; the resources
used in producing 'records are madc available. They learn that all thc
people,involved in the process chose to cooperate to satisfy their own
wants and that ooperation promised to,deliver more satisfaction than
any other choicc available to them.

The lecture Is folloWed by a simulation called "Dealing in the Mar-
ketplace." The class.is divided into t;ao groups, one to bc sellers and one
to be buy ers. One student i appointed Keeper of the Buyer and Seller
Cards, and another i,s chosen to record all markct transaCtions on the
Class Trinsactibn Sheet. Each student gets an Indiv idual Transaction Sheet
upon cshich to record the productsartichokes and sugar beetsbought
or sold, the prices, and the gains and losses. All transactions are reported
to the student VVith the Class Transaction Sheet. Three rounas of trading
arc conducted, with each round lasting five minutes. Students may make
as many deals as they ,*can in_the time permitted. The play eFs'act on thc
basis of instructions on the buy er and seller cards, but they also have a
certain amouneof discretion:1 After each round the class summarizes its
ticiSeriences by discussing the Class Transaction Sheet.

On the second day, the session is opened with 'questions of the
following typc:

Sellers, ha% did you cl,ecide hos; many pounds of artichokes and sugar
,

beets to offer ior sale in' each round?
What poduc did buyers demand more of in each round?
Did you have a net gain or loss of money? What might explain your
gain or loss?
now do farmers decide how much Of a product to grow?
What mothates suppliers to produce goods or services and offer them
for sale?.
How arc supplie6 and consUmers dependent on each ottier?

2. For f complete description of the simulation sec Paul Heyne and Lniric Stevahn, Chokes -

tn tbe Marketplace (Scattk Washington State Council on Economic Educanon, 1982),
pp. 59-64 and 73-87.



This leads to Part II of c lecture, which shows how suppliers are affected
when consumers ch9zSge their minds. "What would, happen ff millIons of
dedicated golfers give up the game in order to play tennis?" Of course,
suppliers stareto' offer more tennis balls and fewer golf balls. A supplier
who docfoot respond in this way forgoevaluable opportunities. Money
4,n4 shelf space Will be tied up in produdt.s with no value to the supplier,.

Part III of the lecture examines othcr consequences of the change
in preference from playing golf to playing tennis;such as less crowdedgolf courses and more crowdecl tennis courts. 'Students ate asked topredict what golf course owners will db if golf links are unused. They
find' that the owners will lose income, and will then look for other wats
to obtain money from their land. If there is a great demand for housing,
the land may be sold to real estate develo ers. There will be less land
for golfers and more for households. Now ttudents predict ihe choices
the tennis court owners will make if the c urts are always croivded. Rates
for the use of the courts will probably rise, and the owners may consider,
expanding their facilities 13y bidding land away from other possible users.Other effects of the higher rates wi,11 be noted, for example, some iennis
buffs will play less often. Thus, price rations the `courts to-the players
who value tennis most highly,. In short, price changes adjust thc wants .
of consulters and the offers of suppliers to one itiothEr.

The lesson closes with an exercise entitled "Demand, Supply andIncentives to Act." Students receive a sheet containing five questions,such as the following:

I. If the price of computers dccreased in the marketplace, you Would
probably expect:
A. computer. sales to remain the same.
B: small businesses to invest ih computers.
C. less computer research and develsyment.
D. a decreise in the-reliance of bankf on computers.

2. Sport shots have become very pophlar among, young people. Thismost likely i an incentive for:
A. shoe manufactivers to make more.sport Shoes.

B. shoe saltipeople to sell fewer sport shoes, ,
C. shoc repaiNservices to lower the repair prices on sport shoes.
D. retail shoe outlets to stock the same quantities ofsport shoes.

Students must selecr-the bcst response and explain their reasoning.

Lesson 7
To analyze the function of information in consumer decision making,

this lesson fo cusa on "impulse buying." People choose produCts based
on expectations of future satisfaction; therefore, 'information is valuable.
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Obtaining information requires time and effort, so consumers economize

even while acquiring information. Students find out that consumers oc-
casionally buy on impulse, not because they are kupid, or irrational, but

because the cost of making a purchasing mistake is less in those cases

than the cost of obtaining the information. Students learn that information
specialistsorovide valuable services if they enable consuMers to use their

scarce resburces economically, , for acquiring inforMation requires the

use of scarce resources and involves opportunitY costs.
The problem of uncertainty is dealt with in Part I of the lecture, No

one ever knows exactly what.u;ill happen in the future, and uncertainty
can cause problems for consumers and suppliers making clioices in the
marketplace. To dramatize the concept of uncertainty, the teacher calls
the students' attention to three boxes labeled A, B, and C at the front of

the room and asks who would like to buy the items under eich box Few
respond, because the teacher has not told them what is utger the boxes
The teacher then tells the class that under A there is a T-shirt, under B
there is a poster, and under C there is a recordalbum, but gives no details

about the items. Some are more willing to buy now, but others are still
.

reluctant. After students are provided with the- pnces of the goods, ad-
ditional purchase offers are =Ile, and the teacher records them Finally,

/the items are displayed, and the class discusses how the ability to ee
the goods influenced their decistons. Both the benefits and thecosts of
obtaining additional information are noted. (One cosr, is time that the
students coyld have spent doing something else ) A discussion of impulse

buying is held, with the class considering when consumers are likely to

bur on impulse and when they would be hesitant to do so.
Part II of the lecture points out that people try to reduce risits by

gathering information on goods and services, and that consumers will
stop researching when the costs outw,eigh the benefits gained from the
information obtained. Several examples are given, such as reading the

reviews of a new record before buying 'it.' It is shown that people spend

more time and energy acquiring information before making a major pur-

, chase, such as buying a house. This is because the cost of making a mistake

could be 'very great. The roles of vendors, brokers, and advertisers are

explained as they pertain to the provision of information.
The lesson ends with an exercise called "Was It Worth It?" The

teacher reads three episodes..and asks the students to discuss each one,

considering the value of theproduct in question and the costs and benefits

involved in gaining mformation about the item.The follbwing is an ocample.
o.

Sue needed a new three:ring spiral notebook. She really didn't Want to

spend her money on school supplies, and therefore was determined to pay

the lowest price possible. She called three stores io check on the price,
and spent a total of five hours looking through newspapers for sale adver-
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tisements. She went to two stores near her home befoit deciding to pur-
chase a spiral notebook from one of them for 61 cents.

Wis Sue's research worth it? -
were the benefits greater than the costs?
Should she have gathered more or less information? Why?
How. would you have acted in this situation? Why?

OPTIONAL LECTURES)

Two lectures are optional. They are "Costs and Bt. efits of Quality
Improvements" and "Costs and Benefits of Consumer Pro cction Laws."
They provide further exambles of thc usc of economic iasomng skills.
Thy benefits of quality improvements and of consumer protection laws
ar usually quite obvious, but the costs need to be pointed out. For,
example, thc first optional lecture discusses.such matters as the cost of
additional police protcction, of safcr lawn mowers, and of the testing of
new drugs The second deals with problems relating to "child-proof caps
on medicine bottles, flame resistant materials, smoke alarms inapartment
buildings, and safety rules. Itis concluded that there are no pat solutions:
to the problem'of deciding which consumer protcction laws arc worth
the costs because (1) costs might exceed benefits and (2) people will
be affected in differing Nays since each person has a different set of
values. ,

CONCLUSION

The entire package is short, easy. to usc, creative, and devoid of the
menial tasks that are often associated with -consumer education. Every

44,
opportunity is taken to teach economic reasoning. Students must .rec-
ognize choices, consider alternatives, develop criteria, apply knowledge,
assess probable consequences, and takc action based onfieir-esafibenefit
analyses. The resulfis a-new group of consumcrs characterized as healthy
skeptics because they arc aware that there arc no costleo choices.

A pilot test with eighteen teachcrs from seventeen different high
schools in Washington State was conducted to assess teacher and student
reactions The results revealed that the participants rcgarded the unit as
an interesting and +alued learning experience. Still, implementation re-
mained a probleMhow does one take hold of a good idea and arrange
to have it taught on a statewide basis? Thc solution was to hold a series
of thirteen one-day regionalrworkshops throughout the state. Threc
hundred teachers, representing nearly all high schools in the state, at-
tended. Teachers of 'social studics, home and family life, and business
education participated. They agreed to teafh the unit and to send us pre-
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and post-test student scores. To help teachers anticipate how their stu
dents might react, we "modeled" ses eral lessons during the workshops
to dcmonstrate how to use the lectures and activities. The participants
were gh en detailed explanations uf the unit contents and of Liu% students
of different ages, interests, and academic abilities responded to the lessons.

, Fin1I, the teachers heard a lecture designed to help them understand
economic reasoning. The major points covered in the lecture cv cre these.

1. Scarcity forces all pe ple to choose.
2. Every choice and acti n is carried out with a'purpose. People do not

act randomly, they at to increase their well being and satisfaction.
3. People behave in a dynamic manner, therefore, the means by which

they gain satisfaction changes.
4. Producers and, consumers act on the basis of incenth es. They perceive

an advantage Co the actions they choose.
5. Adchoices involve alternatives, therefore, there are no costless cfloices.
6. The outeome of all choices lie in the future. Producers and consumers

make ,choices qn the basis of predicted outcomes.,
7. People do not act with perfeCt knowledge. Choices arc made on the
. "basis of prediCted oiltdomes, therefore, information is valuable.
8. Markets create inforination.
9. Exchange creates weSith. When'an exchange takes place,both parties

expect benefits to exceed sacrifices, or the exchange would not occur.

Through the workshop experience, the teachers learned to teach and
use economic reasoning, became familiar cv ith the creative demonstrftion
lessons and realized how convenient the materials were fol classfoom
instruction. -

Only seven lessons were, developed so that teachers could include
the material in their curricula without great cost. The leisons are pur
posely brief. The idea was tO "Teach less, and teach it better." The project
focukd on consumer education because the subject was already popular
in the Schools and highly valued by teachers, administrators, and parents.
Thus, we cOuld be sure that reasoning would be.taught, and that it need
not displace other gubjects. Instead of being seen as a threat, the unit
was perceived as an aid to strengthen the existing curriculum. Teachers
from nearly every high school in the state were involved, and it can be
conservatively estimated, that the unit will 13e used with 30,000 students
a year.

, Teaching economic reasoning helps children an d adults to manage
scarcity. Other subjects, such as "The Three R's,",help people learn to
gather and process information about a worlb of scarce resources, but
it is economic reasoning 'that Lips students manage their world of
scarcities. Econdmic reqsoning gan serve as a capstone bor the school
curriculum.
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Developing Economic
Reasoning through Practicums:
The Experience at New Mex!co
State University

Michael G. Ellis
New Mexico State Univosity, Las Cruce4 New Mexico

INTRODUCTION

Reasojog can be defined as the drawing of inferences or conclusions
through tW use of orderly and rational inquiry. Such acprocess is rarely
learned in our normal style of cducation. Professors ofeconomics will
try tctinkill the reasoning process in students through lectures and exams
as well as other but similar means of instruction. However, all that still
constitutes "talking at" the students, giving ihem only a vicarious look
at the reasoning prOcess. The students are simply 'hearing about" the
reasoning process undertaken by others rather than experiencing it per-
sonally. .

To remedy this shortcoming, students must be given the opportunity
to go through the entire reasoning process themselveS. A complete eto-
nomic reasoning process might involve the following stcps:

1. Exposure to formal economic theory in lectures.
2. Statement of site-specific economic. problems.
3. Construction of theories and hypotheses by students.
4. First-hand data collection to test che hypotheses.
5. Dra\wing of inferences and conclusions from the data.
6 Reporting the conclusions and, subjecting them to review and clari-

fication.

The process described above is an ambitious one. Caremust be taken
to balance the "reason facilitating" ktivities, such as lectures, data col-
lection, and econometries, with the reasoning activity itself. For example,
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the exclusive use of lectures robs students.of the enhancement of rea-
sonmg ability that would occur if they personally attempted to complete

a data base,and then carried out statistical operations on it In like manner,
students diin)pt gain in reasoning ability if they concentrate only on data
collection or data interpretation without a knowledgeof theory In short,
the total sequence yields' the higbesqeturn in reasonink.

RESOURCES

At the universiiy level, a minimum of two faculty members will be
needed. One shou1d be an economist, and tlis.other should be a statis-
tician. The following are also necessary:

Data management equipment for each student, such as HP-41C pro-
grammable calculators, for use in on site 'data collection and storage
Access to the university's computer center for computer card key-
punching. Access to remote terminals for interactive languages:
Two university vans for transportation.
,Detailed maps and secondary gsollIte data pertaining to each' project

When on-site in% estigations are necessary, , permission must be obtained
from local civil authorities and property owners to make the visits and
to investigate, specific economic problems.

,THEINSTRUCTIoNAL APPROACH
,

Every region faces its own uniclue economic problems, and' Mese
can be addressed by the students as part of Ale reasoning coursc In
southern New Mexico, for example, thi problems of a poor agricultural
populition situated on an intetilational gorder with language and iircome
differences sets the tone for our reasoning practicum. Our approach was,
to.group students,from abroad whose countries have severe etonomic
development problems with U.S. students and to ask them both to use
this region as a proxy for a developing nation. The reasoning sequence,
then, begins in the classroom.

The class is broken up into 'groups of four students. Each week
projects are ass,igned, and each group is responsible for turning in a
completed document. The projects have been designed so that groups
can take advantage of specialization of labor. Each reasoning' project
entails several stepsthe specification of variables, the ,preparatioit of
instrthpentse statistical analysis, andathe drawing of inferencesand par
ticipants are encouraged to specialize in those activities that most interest

,
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them In this way, the sthdents will be involved in the entire process but
can honc the particular skills deemed most important. The next section
contains examples of some of the reasoning projects used at New Mexico
State Univeitty.

EXAMPLES OF REASONING PROJECTS

Approximately twenty-Ave sitespecific projects were used, which
were grouped under The general headings, given with the abbreviated
list of projects that appears at the end of this report. For example, the

, three projects given under Population Dynamics were, (1) age distri-
bution, (2) elderly populations, and (3) Indian census. One problem
dealt with rest homes for the elderly, and this is described below .to
illustrate the instructional approach.

Tie PRoBLEM; Rest Homes forethe Ekler
Las CruCes, New Mexico, has three rest homes for the elderly. One

of the three wants tofexpand but has been denied certificate*of need.
Such certificates are issued on the basis da formula derived from census
estimates of the aged population. The rest home operator claims t(iat
sunbelt migration has increased the number of the elderly and that more
rest home beds should be provided.,

1 Lecture on theoretical Issues The economist discussed the opi
eration of free markets, the entry and,exit of rcst home operators, the
quality of care, and prices. Then a discussion of market imperfections
(such as imperfect knowleqe, and traumatic illness which makes con-
sumers "less than rational") was held. Finally, the perceived need for
government intervention was discussed.

2 Site-sfiecific Problem. The students were asked to respond to the
call for more rest home beds in southern New Mexico.

3. The* Construction of Themy and Hypothesis by Students The
student; reasoned that the rate of change of the elderly population was
a functiOn of (a) the age distribution of the existing population and (b)
migration patterns of prospective residents. Some metlkod of estimating
the number of new elderly artirlis,had to be found to see if, indeed,
dtmand woidd eisceed supply. If demand were found to be greater Than
supply, Ae recommendatioh Would be to relax the rctictive certificate-
of-need ligislitioh.

4 Data Collection The statistician discussed various sampling tech-
niques and the types Of inferences that ..can be drawn from them. Pop-
ulation dynamics involVie.such specific sampling techniques as telephone
surveys, mail surveys, voter regisiration surv dys, and personal interviews.
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Thc students designed various types of sung) instruments, tcstcd them
on the campus population, and then sct out to determine how many
elderly persons thcrc were in the community.

5. Conclusions Under the direction of the economist, the students
interpreted thc results of the data gathenng attempt. The main theoretical
tool was a comparison betw cen projected supplies of and demands for
rest homc bcds.

6. Reporting Conclusions The conclusions should be examined by
the students'. peers as w ell as by interested persons in the community.
In this way, student; learn of the effects such studies can have, and of
any errors in their rcasoning process:

Each student is responsible for several projects. Reasoning practice
should be more complete when the entire sequence, from theory through
data collection to thc drawing of inferences, is actually conducted by the
stUdents themsehcs. A few additional projects arc listed and briefly de
scribed below.

POPULATION DYNAMICS: Age Distribulion

The objective was to estimate the age distribution of students on
the campus of New Mexico State University. The construction of, the
sampling instrument was of little concern, thc difficulq s (mild be in the
sampling fraine. Where will there be a "normar trow of students that
will adequately. represent the entire student body? In this study the
students were asked to determine whether or not our studcnt body w as
getting older and, if so, what the implications might be for future en
rollinents. N

POPULATION DYNAMICS: Indian Census
, The objecac was to 'estimate the number of Tortugas Indians in
the area. The definition -of the variable was an, important factor here.
What constitutes bting a Tortugas Indian? How does one define the
variable "being an Indian..? How many Tortugas Indians live elsewhere?
How can you be sure that any frame you have selected will not give
biased results? Studcnts needed answers to questions of these types in
ordcr to evaluate claims on the federal Bureau of Indian Affairs being
made by local Indian tribes.

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING: Marketirng

Farm Products
The problem was to estimate the percentage of summer vegetables

sold directly by the producer and the percentage sold to an intenntdiary .
Shidents would need to find out how many "farm direct: agricultural
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merchandising operations there were, and how much is sold during the
Saturday and Wednesday markets in the dovintown mall. The data would
be used to evaluate the efficiency of oui agricultural marketing system
and to make judgments about how the system might be changed.

TRANSPORTATION: Airline Demand
The oblective was to estimate the needand hence the demand

forscheduled air carrier service to the Las Cruces Crawford Municipal
Airport Where do New Mexico residents wet to go? How much cargo
do they want to send? How Much business iFavel would there, be? How
much pleasure travel would there be? To deal with questions of this type
the students might do regression analyses to answer questions such 2S
What is the relationship between firm size, occupation, trip length, and
demand for local enplanements? Only after completing this type of anal-
ysis would They be prepared to determine whether or nor Las Cruces
should have a scheduled air carrier..

HOUSING: Who Owns ilouses?
The question for this project was: "Is them substantial economic

dikrimination against minorities in the housing market?" In answering
the questions the students 'had to find out what ethnic groups owned
land and who owned the housing units inLas Cruces in order to determine
the distribution of ownevresidents by ethnic origin and gender..

EDucAnoN: Future Demand for Education
"Do we need more or fewer schools?? "How cat?. we estimate the

need for higher education in the next five and*en years in Las Cruces?"
Approaching questions of this type^ required the students to make 'pop-.
ulation studies that would show how the age structure will determine
the pupil population in different Wes. They would also have to find
out what other factors might affed the numbers. Ibis project Was of
interest to us, because we had been told to expect a decrease in the
number of freshmen at New Mexico State University.

'Other Activities
In addition to the projects arc described above, the students did

such things as estimate the total n'umber of pecan trees in the Mcsilla
Valley, conduct surveys to find out who buys the area's chili crop and
for what uses, estimate the number of "Cowboy Cadillacr (pick-up trucks)
used by students at the university, determine the geed for more paved
roads in Las Cruces, egtimate the cattle population in the MetlaValley,
collect data on the incidence df mononucleosis in the studenrpopulation,
survey the las Crucgs health care' services to determine' the typo and
mix of medital services available, estimge the average non-school-related

25,
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ineome of students at the university, , and estimate thc educational levels
of the Las Cruces Ropulation by gender and ethnic origin. These activities
were Often related to poliq questions. For example, after estimating the
sources and magnitudes of incomes in Las Cruces, thc students were
expected to recommend a taxation policy . Some of the questions were
quite sensitive, such as those relating to thc ethnic origins of certain
types of weilkers and whether or not the Unitcd States should open,its
bordet's to "guest workcrs." In an analysis of sampling techniques the
students should be able to recognize thc sorts of problenis that arise in
basing Policy on possible answers to culturally sensitive questions.

' CONCLUSION
, ;

There was enough variety among the topics covered in the prac- ,
=urns for all students to find projects of interest to them. A number of
sampling methods and suncy techniques could be uscd, such as transect
samplin& and aerial surveys in thc case of thc cattle count, and random
sampling with telephone sun ey s for other proj cts. The students learned
several research methoas and statistical conc ts by applying thcm to

.. actual situations in the Ias Cruces area, and 1thcy obtained first hand
knowledge of the problems of definition, sampl \selection, tre4ment of
sensitive questions, and others that researchers often facc. Although sev
eral of the projects applied specifically to New Mexico, the approach
could be employed in any other part of the country as well. Instructors
'elsewhere can develop their own lists of projects, or perhaps adapt some
of ours to similar situations in their own regions. The important point is
that the studcnts learn to reason by going through thc entire imestigathe
process described above and by actually collecting data and drawing
inferences from their findings.

e
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APPENDIX

..:
The following is an abbreviated list oftopics for sitespecific projects

in tk southern New Mexico agricultural community.

1

Population Dynamics Medical

Age distribution How many cases of mono?
' Elderly populations Survey of medical services

Indian cen.pis Rcst homcs

Cropping Patterns

NMSU grass
yr Stahnran's pecans

Mesilla Valley's pecans

Agricultural Marketing

Marketing farm products
Marketing the chile crOp

Transportation -

"Cowboy Cadillacs"
Airline demand
P4ved ro1dS

Livestock and Fowl

Grackle count
Cattle count

.

Income Patterns

Income level of students
las Crum income levels

i

Education

Educationallevel of secretaries
Las Cruccs educational level

. niture demand for education

Housing

Mobile homes
JD Who owns houses?

Employment

Ethnic origin of onion worker.,

Sensitive Questions

Sampling techniques; report on
sexuality

1 0

r

3
2 7
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Managing.Indepthlfent Living:
An Adult Education Program fot
Peisons in Transition

Ruth G. Thomas
Uniuersity of Minnesotet St Pant Minnesota

INTRODUCTIoN

, Managing Indcpenffent Living is an adult education program designed
to help participants successfully assume r ibility for making and
carrying out practical decisions associated7iTestablisliing an.d main
taming an "independent living situation." In'that situation the individual

is rcsponsible,"for ricognizing, analyzihg, and solving problems, for setting
and achieving goats, for determining the needs of self (fict possibly of
others) and the ways to satisfy these.needs, and for providing and man-
aging resources.

The program is designed for adults who arc approaching or expe .
riencing a transition from a more dependent life style to a more inde-
pendent one and who can benefit from greater intellectual competence
and the development of attitudes that facilitate independent living."The
program was developed for and tested with adult female offenders in a
state residential correctional facility. However, the concepts and pro-
cesses are appropriate (with adaptation) for other institutibnalized pop-
ulations experiencing a transition to More independent community living
(e.g., persons m county -level correctional institutions) and for noninsti
tutionahzed perscrns encountcring a new level of independent living (c g.,
displaced homemakers, persons in nonresidential treatment programs,
students about to or undergoing their first experience in living away from
home).

The program was developed and tested under Title 1 A of the Higher
Education Act of 1$65. Development took place at the correctional fa-
cility, with continual testing, review, and revision. The reviewers and
consultants had backgrounds in higher education, adult education, vo
cauonal education, home economics education, CETA (Comprehensive
Educauon and Training Act), corrections, and special education. The
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program was developed over a 21 itionth period Oetween October 1978
and June 1980 In 1981 the Minnesota legislature provided funding for
the program on a continuing basis in the budgetiof the Minnesota Cor-
rectional Institution for Women.

A 323-page program manual was developed; It included curricula
for group and individualizell instruction, guidelines for program devel-
opment, an annatated bibliography of reference materials, a directory of
community resources, and guidelines and materials for evaluating par-
ticipants and thc program.'

OGRAM RATIONALE

The period of transition to independent community fivingis a crucial
one Its success determines, to a large extent, the degree of adjustment
that people arc able to achieve in a community. During this period the
individual faces a large number of simultaneous changes..These usually
include moving to a more independent living situation apart from an
institution or family, assuming increased responsibility for supporting
oneself and possibly others, and establishing oneself in a new milieu.
Persons in transition must develop new psychological perspectives re-
garding themselves and their life style, and must acquire the thinking,
problem solving, decision making, and management skills needed to re-
gain or to attain, an independent mode of living.

During the period of transition, adults often have access to vocational
training and counseling services, but generally have little opportunity,for
education in thc previously described management and decision-making
skills required for independent living, Yet, it is 4 this time that these
skills are critical. The Managing Independent Living Program can be
conducted during the transition period to provide that educational op-
portunity and help people develop reasoning and management skills.,

PROGRAM GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

General Goals
1 To help partIcipants ilevelop competence in soiving problems of in-, depentlent living, including:

A. Management of resources (goal setting, decision making, resource a
identification, development, and allocation);

1 Ruth G Thomas, Diane Poliorncy, add Jane Berge, Managing fndtpendcntLlvIng Pro.
gruin Manual ($t Paul Division of Home Eonomlcs Edutatio University of Minnesota,
1980).
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(
B. Choosing, developinWand maintaining a living environment which

promotes positive growtlr for self and others (physical environ-
ment; interpersonal relationships; housing alternatives);

C. Provision of basic goods and services (alternatives, priorities, eco-
nomic concepts; consumer education);

2. To facilitate psychological adjustmcnt (self image, self confidence,
support systems, economic and idcntity self-determination);

3. To facilitate integration of participants into community life (using
community resources, entry into educational programs, career de
velopment; employability skills; cbmmunication skills.)

While instructional objectives and learning activities arc designed
to devilop perspectives and a lev el of COmpctctice that hav e broad appli
cation, instruction focuses on three immediatc ind specific problems
encountered by adults as they prepare for thcir own transition. These
Include career and life planning, housing, and consumer goods and services.

The curriculum covers those skills viewed as'necessary to understand
and delineate problems, arid to determine arid carry out solutions, in
tluding the ability to:

1. Conceptualize problems
2. Analyze situations and cifcumstances
3. Set priorities
4. Sct and achieve goals e..

5. Develop a decision-making procds
6. Generate alternatives ,

7: Expand concept of rcsources
8. Use resources effectively
9. Locate, organize, prócess, assess, and use information

10. Set criteria by which alternatives and outcomes can be judged
11. Differentiate controllable from noncontrollable elements in situa

tions
12. Predict consequences
13. Structure time and e,ents-

1

4

ME CiMRICLILUN

Thc curriculum structure has twd dimensions. Reasoning, dccision
making, problem solving, and management processes constitute onc dk
mensirin (sec Figure 1). Thc process takes participants from the point
wherc thcy perceive the riccd for a decision or action through an in
vesrigation ofalternativ es, to a decision between alternatives, and on to
execution of the decision. The basic components of the process are
designated in the large circles in Figure 1. Thc terms surrounding each
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large circle ilfpr cnt key concepts related to that process.component
in ttie curriculum.

Figurel depicts two major process categories. One cathgory includes
considering functions (w hich encompass in estigating and deuding pro-
cesses), and thc other includes implementing functions (which t.oncern
planning and acting processes). Mental processes required of participants
as they become involved in the considering and implementing functions
are fisted on each side of the model and are similar for both ca egori s.

The dccision making process represented in Figure 1 iS 1 11 a
sequential one. The human experience with the process, howev
frequently characterized by "back and forth," and "acroSs-and-through"
movements. Consequently , the figUre intentionally shows a fluid, structure
rathcr than a linear sequential one so that participants can easily entet
the process at the point where their thinking is focused. The curriculum
is designed to promote the development of more systematic movement
through the process.

The curriculum emphasizes the development of reasoning abilities
related to the considering functions, These are not armchair exercises,
but actively involve the participant in analyzing problems and determin-
ing information needs and in creating and assessing way s of meeting those
needs.

The three problems to which the process has been appliedcareer
and life planning, housing, and consumer goods and sen icesconstitute
the second dimension of the curriculam structure. In all three,cases, the
process is focuscd on developing goals and action related to the transition
to community life. As participants solve specific transition-related prac-
tical problems, they deepen their understanding and develop perspec tiv es
and skills that will helP'them analyze and solve other practical problems.
By working through the same process to solve more than one problemi..
participants learn to abstract and generalize essential elements of the/
process.

The program manual, which contains the curriculum, is intended
for the instructor's use in guiding participants through problem solving,
decision making, management, and reasoning processes. The curriculum
is Process-oriented, emphasizing the application of cognitive processes
in solving problems. Because the curriculum is individualized, partici-
pants work at their own rate on their own goals, and persons w ith differing
levels of capability can be served:

Thc cUrriculum provides a pool of learning activities from which
those most appropriate for different individuals and groups can be se- .

lected, and provides repeated practice opportunities for learning con-e
cents and reasoning skills. Self evaluation reviews are built into the
curriculum through tangible progress indicators. Instructional materials
have been selected for their appropriateness for adults. aterials and
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learning experiences arc coded according to level of reading and cog-
nitivc skill dcmanded.

INSTRUCTIONAL MODES

t Group Instruction
Program goals are accomplished through both group and indivi-

dualized instructional modes. The purpose of group instruction is to
encouragc feelings of self-worth, to stimulate the participants thinking
abOut possible futures, to inttoduce independent living concepts, and fo
develop interest in pursuing these concepts in greater depth through
individualized instruction. Participants are challenged to think about what
they want as opposed to what may sound good. to others. Thc focus of
the group sessions is on having participants takc stock of their current
situation and considict what thcy would like to be and wlpt they must
do to accomplish that goal as well as alternative life styles, expectations
regarding relationships with others, and the use of moncy income, tiine,
and other resources.

A format of eight twO-hour sessions dis:?uted over a two-week
period provides continuity and sustains high intcrest among the partic- -
ipants. Group discussions and presentations by guest speakers arc the
primary instructional modes. During group sessions it is important to
refer frequently to the personal conferences so that the participantscome
to understand that the latter activity wili help them to pursuc objectivss
they have selected during' group sessions. The role of the instructor is
to plan and coordinate the sessions, choose guest spcakers, prcsent rt-

thformation, design experiences for e participants, and serve as discusstn
leader. droups should have between five and fifteen participants, so as
to maximize both group interaction and individual participation.

. Sorti independent work outside the group should be required. The
assignments seryc to introduce participants to the kind of work they will
be required to do in thc individualized instruction sessions and to incrcasc
their confidence in their ability to do independent work. Additional group
sessions can be conducted to address problems common to several par-

s ticipants InIndividualized instruction. These sessions give the participants
thc opportunity to, intcract, support one another, and exchange iigor-
mation, insights, and progress reports. These sessions can also be opened
to interested people who are not involved in the progrlam.

The group sesskls, which we have called "You and Yours" sessions,
should provide a supportive.atmosphere, a focus on the future, and stimuli
for thinking about possible goals. The opening session should be inter-
esting, provocative, and enjoyable. The leader starts by asking questions
such as these:

40
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What would you do if you were told you had only twenty four hours
to live? Whom woulfl you choose td bc with? Where woUld you go?
What would you do if you were given one million dollars?

Therc is usually much laughter at theiesponses and comments of the
participants. The energy level rises and an atmosphere of excitement
prevails. After everyone has had an opportunity to speak, the leader shows
how links can be drawn between dreams and reality. For example, thc
leader might say. "Let's take Angie's wish to travel around the world.
How could she go about achieving that? What are the Major steps toward
getting thcre? What skills or steps has she already achieved? What skills
or steps docs she need to develop?" The participants then offer sugges
tions in response to the leader's questions. The leader summarizes the
discussion by stressing that dreams might come true if a person is willing
to act, that action begins with where the person is now, that one mutt
recogmze the intermediate goals and steps which lead to theachievement
of long-term goals, and that one must work with the present situation
and develop a plata.

The groupsessions should help the participants achieve the follow
ing:

1. Develop long- and short-term goals
2. Develop realistic expectations about themselves
3. Develop realistic expectations concerning human relationships
4. Develop relationships bEtween themselves and the environment
5. Devel6p self-control ana undertake self-investment,
6. Learn to recognize, manage, anil use resoukes

The titles of the sessions should intlude such topfes as "What do you
want Mit of life and how do you get it?", "You and your environment,"
"You and your money," "You and your work," and "Community re-

sources."

Individualized' histvuction
r.

While, group instruction contributes to the, participants' awareness
of the need for decision making and goal petting, individualized instruction
helps participants learn specific problem solving skills and procedures as
they set goals and make decisions associated with their own transition
Individualized instruction involves private conferences between the in
structor and the participant. It is intended to continuc from a few weeks

to several months, depending on the participants goals, the amount of
time, available to prepare for the transition, and the particular problems

.to be explored. The purpose of such instruction is to support' and assist



participants In applying concepts presented Iri thc group sessions to their
, *own situations.

Ideally, participants would move from the gronp sessions to im-
mediate participation in individualized instruction. Because this fis not
always the case, however, thc individualized curriculum is designed to
accommodate persons who may not have participated in group sessions.
A goal plan and progrcss rccord provide thc framework forkidividualized
instruction. The person's major educational goal (such as to choosc and
prepare for a career) is entered at the top of this form, along with the
day by which the goal is to be reaChed. The progress record lists the
weeldy goals whose achievement is to leSd to attainment of the major
goal, and to rccord rel;tive to weekly goals.

bluing each conf ence instructor should help the Participant
review the goal(s) set d the previous conference, record the-degree
of achievement, and set goals for the week ahead. Goals for thc wcek

irtaude a nea attack on goals not achieved during dm previous
week or new goals focused on thc next stcp to be taken to reach the
mr goal. Concepts presented in the group sessions are applied to the
participant's own situation during the individualized conference. The
participants learn skills related to problem identification, goal setting,
inforMatione.seeking and ptocessing, decision making, planning, action
taking, and action evaluation. It is not the function of the instructor to
do for the participants that which.they need to be able to do for .thein-
selves. The function of thc instructor is to assist and encourage partici-
pants in setting goals and monitoring progress, to engage them in practicing
new skills, and te support them in pursuing their goals. Many instructional
modes are used,.including telephone and in person interviews, visits to
schools, training programs, comMunity agencies, and housing units, read
ing; and paper-and-pencil activities.

The individualized sessions should be scheduled regularly and fre-
quentlypreferably an hour onct a week. However, flexibility will be
necessary to accommodate othcr demands on participants time as well
as any special needs. The firsY task of the instructor is to gain an under-
standing of the particiPantstheit backgrounds and their ideas about
their funire. Problems Must be explored, and individual goals must be
set during the t few sessions. The instructor then helps the paiticipant
thi throu the goals and discover, create, carry out, and aaluate
seftttions.

Many participants have already settled on a way of handling a Probl
befere thcy enter individualized instruction, howsver, iii many cases t1cy
will not have considered alternatives. The suitability of a cliaen appro h
to a problem will become apparent as the participant works through
exercises in thc manual.



Examples
The following activities arc from the program manualifahaging

Independent Living 2

. .
Example 1: In this section:of the (nanual(pages 63-66), the participant's
instructional objectives are. to: I, .

A. Demonstrate awareness that pursuing a career will necessitate the use
of time, money, knowledge,skills, atid community resources.

B. Present ,examples of material, human, and community resourccs.
C. Determine what resources arc desirable fol: achieving each career

alternatir and which are required: .

D. *Differentiate between required resources dut arc now available and
those that could probably be obtained.

E. Recognize multiple demands on resources required by career alter
natives.

The suggested activities for each of the above objectives arc:

.A, Lrfine "resource". Given thc definition of the tcrm and, a list of items,
5 I circle those, you would regard as tesources. Given a list of careers,

specify repurces each would require.
B. Thinking about 'the career alternativesilisted, note the humari, material,

and community resources required to achieve each career alternative.
C. Same as B., above, for resources.

,

D. Given ,A list of thc resources required for each altethative, circle those
rd,oura% that are presently available. Sta; 'those that probably could
be obtained,and suggest ways of doing so. Underling those that-would
be difficult to obtain or develop now. During the student instructor
meeting, discuss how the resources mere classified and the appro-
priateness of the methods suggested for obtaining them.

E. Review case studics illustrating.iniluence a resources on, life style.
List the features most.important to YOur life style. Discuss. If you were
to invest $3,000 RI ng, what deFistons would you make regarding
rent, food, clotheg and entertainment.

t 3
I

A similar approach is used to, analyp the participant's need for
housing. For instance, thc participant must recognize that each _housing

2. Because of limitations of space it is not possible to use the format given in the manual
or to includease relevant items. In addition to thc instructional objectives and su
activities presented here, thc authors included gEneraltzations for each item the process
involvedstudent goal guides, and suggested references.Tita Barroa.

/
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alternative places ?umber of demands resources. Using a form pro-
vided by the instructor, e particip constructs a graph of the existing
demand-supply relations for required resource. During a meeting
With the instructor the p pant explains the graph, projects total
monthly money income and expenses, and compares the amount of
money available for housing with the amounts required by- eskch housing
alternative (See page 181 of the manual for .the idemand-supply form,
and pages 115-183 for. the entire unit on housing)

.,

Example 2: In the section of the manual dealing with consumer goods
and iervices (pages 185-283), the activities help the participant to see

.. that a life-style transition affects wants and needs for goods and services,
After reviewing wants and needs, Fstablishing priorities, and learning
about such problems as "impulise buying," the participant is expected to

be-ableJor-example:, m .--,---- , ,.,.

- 1

A. Determine purchasing power.
q.

B Determine monthly cipenditures and the relationship between monthly
' jticome and expenditures. , .. .
C Determine nonmoney resOurces that Could be applied to "identified

.s. wayi and means alternatives."

The suggested activities for these objectives are:

A. Tabulate sour. monthly income. Read "How to Make a Budget" in
Consum& Economics II; APL Series (New York. Harcburt Brace Joy-
anovich,1979). Review alst of fixed expenses. Select and list on an
expenditure form those items Which are your monthly fixed items.
Add any item not listed. Read 1:Fixed Expenses" in Reaching Your
Financial doal4 by the Money Management Institute (Chicago:
Household Brian& Corporation, 1078). Review a list of flexible ex:.
penses: Select andlist on an qcpenditure form ;hose items that are
frequently flexible expenses for you. Add any items not -listed. Read
"Flexible Items" int:Reaching your Financial Goals. Also read "Pos-
sible Budget Items" and "Sample Budget" forms 1,2, and 3 in Con-.
sumer pcondmics IL

B On a forin, list your actual monthly expenditures. Classify them as
fixed or flexible, and Calculate total monthly expenditures. Subtract
total monthly expenses from total monthly income. Discuss your ex-
penditure fokin and the balance with the instructor. Are all essential
categories included? Are expenses greater thadincome?Does income
meet expenseS, but there is nothing left? Are expenses less than in-
come? Sumniarize your present pArchasing power. ..2........

C Are there items you have now that,could be converted or adapted to-..
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meet a naed or want? List any job or personal skills and talents you
could exchange for goods and services that would satisfy your needs
or siants. How much time have you? Can you wait until you save

II
enouglx.cash? Are you,Willinr0 wait? Can you usc time to earn money
or to proftuce the "Opdor service peeded.or wanted, or to exchange
'skills and takms fordiCeded or warped goons and serviccs? Summarize

..
yOiiilvailableiimmoi, resource& 40 '' i 4:-.% 0:

.. . -, "k '1' to
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RESULTS

Evaluation instruments and designs have been developecCto assess
participant progress and the impact of the program. The design mvolves
collecting background information on the participants, keeping rccords
of instructional sessions, compiling test data, using a goal attainment
scaling model, recording the instructor's perceptions ofcompetence in
skills the program is designed to develop, noting the participants reac-
tions to the program, and carrying out follow-up studies of theparticipants
after they have completed the program. Thc evaluation providedthe basis
for the recommendation to thc legislature that the program be funded
on a continuous basis by the state of Minnesota.

00-

, IPV-LICATIOnS
4

.The Managing Independent Living Program can be viewed as a model
in several ways:

It is a proceis approach to developing Complex intellectual skills,
including -reasoning, problem solving, decision-making, and manage-
ment. .
It represents a cognitive approach to affective and cognitive devel- ,
opment.
The curriculum model makes explicit the links between abstract con-
cepts and concrete situations.
It is designed primarily to enable individuals to work at their own rate
on their own goals. Individuals of diverse capability can be served.

.,
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Teaching the Economic Way of
Thinking to High School
Students: A Comprehensive
Program

John S. Morton
Homewood-Flossmoor High Scboo4 Flossmoon Illinois

INTRODUCTION

Students do not aevelop economic logic by the use of gimmicks or
shortcuts. They nccd constant reinforcement of cconomic concepts at
all levels of learningknowledge, comprehension, analysis, .evaluation,
and synthesis. The approach used by teachers at Honiewood-Flossmoor
High School lus fox steps in which each step pushes economic reasoning
to a higher level of learning. These instructional steps are

1. Teach thc bask principles of econoinics.
2. Reinforce these basic economic principles with various activities.
3. Have studcnts apply economic logic in thc study of a wide variety of

subj ects.
4. Have studcnts apply ecOnomic miscuing to hypothetical decisions

they Will make as consumers, workcrs, and citizens.

Thc results of 'this approach have been impressive. Because eco .
nomics is a required course for seniors, it probably has a morc hetero-
geneous population than electiye courses do. Yct, when compared with
thc national norming data provided 'With thc Test of Economic Literacy,
our studcnts appear to gain economfe understanding at a rate almost
thrcc tittles thc national average.

Although the results of thc Test of Economic Literacy were based
on a year long course made up of thirteen units, in this report I shall
concentrate only on our methods of teaching scarcity and basic tnicroeco
nomic concepts. I will show how students can usc thc concepts to develop
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an economic way of thinking Note, also, that the activities described
here can be used in a variety of high school courses, they need not be
part of a formal course in economics.

CONCEM NECESSARY TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC REASONING .

,

The activities described in .this report relate to several concepts
listed in A Framework for Teaching Economic& Basic Concepts, pub-
lished by the Joint Council on Economic Education in 1977. These are:

Economic wants
Productive resources
Scarcity and choice
Opportunity costs and trade-offs
Marginalism and equilibrium
Economic incentives
Voluntary exchange

Interdependence
Government intervention and

-regulation
Markets, supply, and demand
The price Mechanism
Competition and market structure
Market failures

THE FOUR-STEP-PROCESS

M students move from step to step, they learn to comprehend, apply,
and analyze situations from an economic perspective. The steps are briefly
described and illustrated below.

STEp 1. Teach tbe Basic Principles of
Economics

At the beginning of the academic year the students get an overview
of an economic way of thinking. First, they take a ten-item true-false tcst
which contains statements such as the following: .

If someone makes an economic gain, sOmeone else loses.
A noiffegulated monopoly charges the highest possible price.

Then they hear a lecture on the basic tenets of an 'economic way of
" thinking, and they discuss the answers to the tcst in the light of the

concepts conveyed in the lecture. This initial activity shows the students
that economics is not merely a compilation of facts, and that they must
learn a new way of thinking about problems.

The students must obtain a good working knowledge of each eco-
nomic concept. The ecOnomic Concepts are covered thoroughly In sub-
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scquent units >ffireFurse through lectures, discussions, anl audiovisual
presentations. .

STEP 2. Reinforce the Basic Economic:
Principles witb Various Activities

Economic principles can be rcinforced through prohlem-solving.
Students learil best by doing and "problem sheets" arc used to reinforce
the concepts. For example, in onc such sheit the students are given data
on production possibilities for two products (such as guns'and butter)
and must draw a production possibility curve. Thcn they must answer
several questions based upon the curve, such as. "If the cconomy was
producing a total of onc million pounds of buttcr and wanted to increase
this by anothcr onc million, the required decrease in gun production
would bc thousand."

Many of thc problem sheets arc similar to those used in typical
cconomics courses, but others differ. Scarcity involves both sorcal and
individual decision making. A problem shcct on "The Cost of College
Education" illustrates this point. The students are presented with hy-
pothetical information on tuition, ihe cost of textbooks and school sup-
plies, thc salaries of university faculty and administrators, thc university's
sources of funds, scholarships, dormitory fces, and the like. Then they
must indicate thc cost of a college education to the studcnt (including
opportunity costs), thc cost to the state's taxpayers, and the cost to socicty
as a whole.

The studcnts study price theory intensively before they are given,
problem sheets on this subject. They read thc chapters in thcir textBooks
on markets, prices, and competition. Thcn, case studies arc uscd to ,x-
amine how prices are sct and to show the roles that prices play in an
cconomic system. Thus, the students understand the basic concepts be
fore quantifying therm The problem sheets forcc thc students to deal
with thosc concepts at a higher level. The cases deal with situations the
students are familiar with, such as the factors affecting the prices of tickets
to a rock musieconcert, of sports cars, and of CB radios. Similarly, the
supply and demand curves the students must draw illustrate the laws of
supply and demand through their influence on thc pricc of tickets for
sports evtents, candy bars, and permits for a new school parking lot. Along
morc scrious lines, thc students analyze, the effects of rent controls (for
example, "What are thc argumcnts for and the arguments against rent
control?"), describe thc factors causing shifts in thc -supply and demand
curves for specific food items, and answer questions on thc impact of
minimum wage legislation on youth unemployment. They learn how to
determine whether demand is elastic or inelastr through the use of
worksheets requiring them Xo do such things as explain why the demand
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for a given product could be inelastic in one situation but elastic in
another In summary, the students learn hoir market prices are set, the
effects of feilitigs and floors on prices, and how a market soluti6n corn'.
arcs with a command solution:4',

.6.

TEP 3. Have Students AP Ply Economic :
. Logic t-o a Wide'Varie0 of Subjects

I
At this point the Homewood-Flossmoor economics prOgram departs'

sharply from the traditional economics course, which ordinarily includes
only Step 1 activitiesalthough an Increasing number include the prob-
lem-solving activities of our Step 2. However, if students are to learn
economics, they must apply the principles to real-world or hypothdtical
situations. Problem solving forces them to concentrate. The problem-
solving approach is used at some colleges, but the problems we use in
our progiam are robably unique in that they do not require sophislicated
mathematical s

The probl sheet "Thinking in an Economic Way" reinforces the
concepts of scarcity and opportunity cost, The students see that decision
making involves the weighing of costs and benefits. For example, the first
few statements are popular cliches that are contrary to economic rea-
soning. The students discuss such statements as the following:

"The best things in life are free."
"Anything worth doing is worth doing as well as you can."
Mere is no substitute for, victory."
"Like iS priceless."

At first, students tend to assort th'at love and friendship are the best
things in life and that they are free. After examining the opportunity costs
of preserving a relationship they see that these states are not free. They
also learn that economic reafoning involves the considcration of more
than money In discussing the second statement the students realize that
decisions involve trade-offs. If we did something as well as we could we
might sacrifice all our 'scarce resources on that activity. Because few
people want to make those sacrifices, we engage in a variety of activities
in a way that will tend to maximize our total welfare. The fourtstatement
is the most controversial, and most students will say that life is priceless.
However, when giverf examples of such behaVior as smoking, drinking,
hang gliding, using illegal drugs, and driving at excessive speeds thc
students see that some people will even trade an increased possibility of

- death for other things they see as benefits. In short, all actions involve
trade-offs and opportunity costs.

Other items apply economic logic to social issues. Criminal behavior
is discussed from both the sociological and econothic points of view.
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These views are compared and contrasted, with cost benefit analysis being
used to explain criminal acts and to,consider possible means of deterring
crime..

Using a sheet entitled "Pricing Problems" the students go beyond
their previous study of price theory and begin to see the logic behind
the laws of supply and demand. Some of the questions on the sheet are.

What would happen in the short run If consumers boycotted beef?
What would happen in the long run?
True or false? Economists believe people clearly act in their own stlf
interest. Certainly, it is in people's self interest to conserve their raw
materials. However, whales arc killed in such numbers that they may
become extinct. How could that be in the self- interest of the whalers?
EC"Onomists must be wrong about self-interest.
A consumer group believes that the prixes of necessities such as food,
housing, energy, and medical care should be controlled by the gov-
ernment. "People can afford higher priccs for luxuries," they reason,
"but all of usand especially the poorsuffer when ihe prices of'
necessities rise." Evaluate the effects of this plan. Are there better ways
to help the poor?

Students can draw curves for weeks and not really understand why people
want to buy more at a lower price and sell more at a higher price:More
importantly, the sheet illustrates how the laws of supply and demand
help us understand a variety of issues, including some nonmdnetary ones.
Price controls, abortion, condominium conversions, prostitution, gov
ernment regulations, the market for marijuana, and conservation okwhales
are but a few of the subjects that can be discussed in the light of economic
principles.

Another sheet, "Problems on Market Structure and Business," helps
students to see that "monopoly" and "competition" are more than catch
phrases.. These concepts are applied tsi such situations as sports teams,
physician's wages, oil pricing, littering, and hospital tactics. Among the
problems and qutstions arc the following:

What is wrong with the bumper sticker, "Tax Corporations, Not Peo-
ple"?
Monopolies will alway's charge the highest possible price True or
false? -Why?
Championships are not a common commodity for Chicago's sports
teams. In fact, they often lose more games than they win. Show that
this might be the result of rational profit maximizing behavior, not
inept management.
A cost-saving tactic used by some hospitals is to lower the price of
ioom and board in order to raise occupancy rates. Why would this
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be a good idea for most hospitals?.An official of the American Medical
Association said: "Mainly, of course, Of le hospital gains at another's
expense. I'm not sure competition does anything for the system. It's
like drilling in someone else's oil field." Is hc right or wrong? Why?

It is by applying economic Concepts to a variety of situations that students
finally learn an economic reasoning process

SrEV4. Have Students Apply Economic
Reasoning to Hypothetical.
Decisions They Will Make as
Consumers, Producers, and
Citizens

The major focus of economic education should bc to make students
better decision makers. If economic reasoning is the destination ofa long
voyage, understanding the theory gets the_passengers only half way. If
we do not want students to go adrift we must provide opportunities for
them to apply theory to real-world situations. TO improve decision making
any analytical skills, Homewood-Flossmoor students must complete a
consumer project, a business project, and a public finance project, among
othcr requirements. Each project is a capstone activity for a unit of thc
course. These aCtiVities are briefly described below.

CONSUMER PROJECT. The consumer project is designed to help stu-
dents apply economic concepts to consumer decision making. This in-
creases their interest in economics because thc benefits of consumer
decision making go directly to them as individuals.

In this project tke.students must live for onc year within a hypo-
thetical income. First, they must choose a career. They investigate oc-
cupations by using a career computer, bookst.and magazines. They are
encouraged to interview employers who hire people in their chosen
careers. They must investigate, at least three occupations and write an
essay on the one they find most interesting. They describe thc nature of
the work, the education needed, the salaries, and thc supply and demand
conditions in the field. They must explain how thc career fits their per-
ional intereits.

Once they choose a job and compute their disposable income, they
plan preliminary budgets based on thcir iralues and goals. Budgeting is
an application of the alfocation diresources, and it reinforces the concepts
of scarcity and opportunity cost. Using their preliminary budgets as guides,
students buy cars, obtain housing, compare credit Costs, and purchase
insurance They obtain information from businesses in the community.
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The various decisions are brought together to form a final budget. Thcy
may deiclop their own budget formats, but each 'entry must be justified
in terms of their goals and must reflect real world incomes and prices.
For example, regard to buying cars the students must explain how
they decided whether to buy a new or a used cat. This requires than to
compare the costs and benefits of each type of auto, and they must also
tell whether they paid cash or financed the car. The advantages and
disadvantages of each method of payment must be explained, and students
must explain how they accumulated the money for a cash purchase or
obtained financing if thc decision was to finance the purchase. Ihformation
on the costs of maintaining and operating the car must be provided, with
atrexplanation of how the various expenses werc computcd.

In a'similar fashion, students must explain the decision to rent or
buy a dwelling unit. They are asked to tell why the paiticular location
was chosen, what factors were takcn into consideration in selecting the
house or apartment, what type of financing was chosen (In the case of a.
purchase), what level services (if any) were, necessary, and what other
costs are involved begides rental or mortgage payments. These are but
a few of the items the student must cover in discussing thc use of c'redit,
the purchase of insurance, the family food budget, and so on. By working
through the many segments of the consumer project, students sec thc
practical application of economic reasoning.

THE BusziEss PROJECT. Studcnts s elect corporations listed on a stock
exchange, write for the annual reports, and analyze the sTotected com-
panies. The objective is to teach students how a corporation operates
although wc ask thcm to analyze the firm as if they werc stock analysts.
Thc class members plot the stock's prices for at least five weeks, write
a brief history of the company, , describe the firm's products and markets,
and indicate the number of employees. After learning to rcad an income
statement and balance sheet, the students analyze the financial condition
of their chosen companies and Make recommendations about whether
or not to purchase the stock. They must consider such factors as current
asscts, current liabilities, net worth, sales, costs, taxes, profits, dividends,
long term debt, return on equity, price-earnings ratios, thc probable fu-
ture of the industry, and the like. Thieproject is accompanied by the usc
of a stock market game in which students invest a hypothetical $100,000.
They make biweeldy decisions;and they can even sell short and buy on
margin. Thc studcnts gain an understanding of how businesses arc run,
sce how profits serve as an economic incentive, and learn to analyze and
interpret data.

Tim PUBLIC FINANCE PROJECT. Students' must attend a local board
mceting to learn how they are affected by government. Most attcnd a

high school board meeting. (Before starting this project many students
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do not even know that schools are nth by school boards.) After the
meeting they must write a report describing and analyzing the board's
actions, with particular attention to those concerning money. Other ac-
tivities include interviewing candidates running in localelections, actually
working in-a candidate's campaign, writing a paper on the arguments for
and against the real-estate tax, interviewing public officials, and writing
proposals to reform the tax laws. By observing thcprocess of government
decision making the students should become more knciwledgable, active,
and effective as citizens.

EVALUATION

The Test of Economic Literacy is used to evaluate the economics
components of our course. We believe that the students must show overall
gains if our course is to be judged as successful. The. results are also
compared with those obtained during the norming of the test with a
nationwide sample of high school student& Table 1 shows the mean
scoreS on fornis A and B of the Test of Economic Literacy achieved by
our regular students, honors students, and the atIànal norm group. The
results for Homewood-Flossmoor students rie r the 1980-81 academic
year.

It is- evident that our students made substantially greater gains in
'performance on the Test of Economic Literady than the national sample,
even when our students' pretest mean sc4es were quite close to the
national group's.

The Test of Economic Literacy doeSiot cover the consumer eco-
nomics content of our course. To evaluge the effectiveness ofthat seg-
ment, we developed our own Test of Consumer Competencies. The
questions are based on the consumer unit objectives, .anc4hus we'.feel
that the test has high content validity. The test has 50 multifile-choice
items, covering such subjects as money management, food,housing, auto
insurance, credit, life insurance, saving, investing, and consumer protec-
tion. There are questions designed to test comprehension, application,
and analysii as well as knowledge. Some of the items require the students
to use their mathematical skills. (For example, to answer one question
students must compute the yield on a share of stock.) Our test was found
to have a Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 reliability rating of 0.783, Which
is higher than that of most teacher made tests. The students had a mean
gain of 14.9 points on the test.

There is other evidence of the success of the course, although the
data ate nbt as "hard" as those obtained by formal test Procedures. For
example, an unusually large number of Homewood-Flossmoor students
"test out" pf college economics courses. On surveys of graduates con.-
ducted b4he school, it was found that mote students named economics
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Table 1. Pre- and Post-Te0 Mean Sc res
on the Tess of Economic Literacy

Group

Form A form B

Pretest Post-test Pretest Post-test

Homewood-Flossmoor
Regular students 19.2 33.9 22.1- 32.1
Honors students 26.8 38.4 28:5 38.6

National norm sample 18.9 24.0 20.8 24.4

.
as the most valuable cOurse tliey had taken in high schodl. When asked
which mandatory courses should bc dropped as a gradugon requirement,
only 1 percent of thc studcnts selected economicsi Much lower figure
than that registered for any 'other eourse:

ip

SUMMARY

The kcy to a successful economics program is' an emphasis oft de-
. cision making. Thc approach outlined in this paper works. All aspects of

the course help to improve economic reasoning, an.d the systematic
testing program indicates that we have bcen sudcessful in teaching eco-
nomic principles. All of thc activities could be adopted to form a complete ,

course, or they could be selectively included in existing courses. Positive,
, responses from students, puents, and the community shows that this

approach should receive wide acceptance.

io
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Teaching'Critical Thinking in
Economics at Illinois State
Vniversity

, Vir&ia Lee Owen
". Illinois State University, Nortna4 Illinois

INTRODUCTION

Increasmgly, it appears that students are graduating from college
without the ability and background for critical thinking and analysis. This
may be the result, in part, of a decreased emphasis on analysis in the. .
pubic schools and of increasing student loads at the college level, which
make individual assignmerits difficult in most beginning classes. There
are some cxceptiodsEnglisti, public spcaldneand many business courses.
hasmade personal interaction pOssible by restricting class enrollments.
This makes it possibkto give asstments that provide practice in analysis.

, Such *is not the case for the social sciences at Illinois State University.
Indeed, If enrollment limits were established, thy...needs of students for
social science credit-hours could not be met without doubling or triptmg
the faculty.

' Economics offerings exemplify the problem. Introductory courses
'are regularly taught in sections with as many as 400 students, and these
sections are not broken down iina- discussion groups. Clearly, practice
in analytiCal thiriking through individually graded assignments is not prac-
tical in that situation. The temptation ,is to emphasize memorization of
d 'tions, theories, and tools rather thin their application. Students have
littre preparation for test questions thaerequire analyticai thinking. Poor
results ire obtained with such questions, and a feeling of frustration or
even hostility is created. If analytical thinking is not demanded on ex-
aminations, the instructor has simplk yielded to the problem created by
large enrollmentsond has left it to the upper-level courses .to provide
this skill.

Critical thinking skills, however, do not develop automatically with
the onsit of the junior or senior year. Xeache's of upper-division awes,
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often complain that students do,not know how to begin an analysis, let
alone complete one with skill. Thus, a Class that is supposed to be dekoted
to refinement often becomes a course ikthelusics. Until thc problpm
is attacked in a systematic way, , these deficiencies in critical thinking and
artalytis will not be removed. This paper describes one proposal for
teaching critical thinking skills .in economics systematically and reports
thc results of the experimental usc of pait'of thc proposal.

..:

A PROPOSAL MR TEACHING-
, tRITICAL THINKING SKILLS

C

This proposal is based upon several assumptions aboilt the learning
process and the specific requirements'Ior courscs at Illinois State Uni
versity, a multipurpose institution tnrdlling.Dver 19,000 students.as ...

1. Attainment of cntieal thinkingskills fequires more than one exposure

1.
to critical thmking activities. Repetition is an important part otothc
process of learning analytical skills.

2. Critical thinking can be brOken down trItO idehtitiable steps or _sub-
processes that the student can learn separately.

. 3. To put the pieces together, an integrating experience is requiredior
students who have learned independent critical thinking skills,

4. Thee subj"gct matter of the materials used in critical thInking activities
can be madc more or less sophisticated without compromising the

. dijective of having students learn Critical thinking skills.
5. Students.are interested in controversial policy issues.

-

.

The gist of the proposal is that assignments focused on the attainment
of critical thinking skills should be included in all econOmic principles
and intermediate theory sections. Each ass'ignment should focus on an
economic: policy issue as the subject for analysis. Th1ssignments should
,build analytical skills step by step, first by asking y for 'a statement of
issues and then for classification of the issue type, such as "value" or,
fact. This should be folimed by thc,i1iletion of more complex tisks,
such as pointing out fallacies and aluating the adequacy of support
evidence. The final 2ss1gnmentshui4d require the student to con6inc
all these tasks 4n a comprehwiive anal is. .

Obviously, , the issues studied will depend on wha.ther the courie
concerns microeconomics or macroecono ics. Esac'h assignment should
be part of an instructional package that includes an explanation of the
skill along with examples of its use. A iiew and controversial issue for
student practice in the particular skill should complete each package A
set of instructkonal packages containing explanatory material. examples,

.,

\

..
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and assignments alidws for the 'easy use of this approach by instructors
who do not wish design assignments themselves or to spend class time
explaining the' ess.

There are diff ences in, the requirements the instructional packages
must satisfy for 'the introductory arid intermediate theory classes. For
farge introductory,sections, these are the requirements: .

1. The economic contenrnust be elementary.
2 The packages must be self-teaching, i.e., they should provide instruc-*

tions and activities students can carry out on their own. The ideal
method is to use the interactive computer learning system. (The De-
partment of Economics has its gwn terminal room for student use.)
Ttie self-instructing format of computerized interaction can be prmted
in booklet form for those who do not wish to use the computer.

3 The packages muSt bt easy to grade. Computer grading is probably a
necessity for most instructors of large-section CLISSCS. This requires
the Construction of short-answer ckuestions. It is difficult but not im-
possible to cover analysis questions in this format. (The complex
hpplication questions of the Test of Understanding in College Eco-
nomics are examples of this.)o .b

The intermediate theory pacIsiges, like the introductory ones, must
be self-teaclimg. Although the tests must be relatively easy to grade, the
numbers of intermediate students are smallenough to permit the use of,
some shortessay questions. Glildelines for appropriate answers must be
provided for the faculty, however. In contrast to the introductory pack-
ages, the economic content of the iiitermediate theory materials must
be related to the topics taken up in class in order to, avoid _Instructor
complaints that the packages "waste time." For intermediate theory classes,

. therefore, the requirements are the following:

1 Content must be keyed to the level of economic analysis in inter-
mediate theory.

2 Students must be able to carry out the instructions and.activities on
their own. The content.4 neednot necessarily be computerized, how-
ever, because the enrollments are small enough to allow interaction
in class.

3 The packages should be easy to grade but need not necessarily be in
the short-answer format.

IbisinopOsal follows from the assumptions stated at the outset Only
One7:ct of critical thinking skills is considered at a time. Each package
con i repetition in the practice of the specific goal offered. The in-
troduction of the whole proccss at different leveli of sophistication pro-

' s'ides additional repetition. The use of policy issues as the vehicle for
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analysis should help to maintain studcnt interest It is hypothesized that
this apprqach will not only teach critical thinking skills but will also
enhance studentunderstandiniof econotnics.

eXAMPLES OF CRITICAL THINKING
ASSIGNMENTS*

To illustrate the points madc above, a few examples of the assign-
ments follow. These were prepared for an intermediate macroeconoinics
course offered in the fall of 19E11. First, the course objectives, which
were stated in behavioral termpwere given to the studentl. Some of the
objectives pertaining to critical thinking are listed below.

After completing Econ. 341, you should be able to:

explain the relationship between assumptions and conclUsions of ma
croeconomic models;
apply macro theory to the analysis of contemporary issues;
point out the value judgments implieit in macro policy actions;
explain the rationale for .conflicting macro policy recommendations,
describe the advantages 'and disadvantages.iof various macro policy
tools.

The itudents arc informed of the requirements' for homework, of the
types of examinations to be given, of le grading.sirstem, and the like.

Thefirst two assignments inyolye the specificaition of issues. In Crit-
ical Analysis ,t1 the subject is the controversy over the federal budget as
it pertains to spending on social prograins. Both the Democratic and
Republican arguments arc given. Ten questions are then listed. The stu
dents must indicate whether each itcm is a question of fact, value, or
definition, and must point out items that arc irrelevant to the issue. The
following arc samples of the: question's in this exercise:

Are Social Security recipients ableto get othcr fficome?
Should social programs be inaintained at the expense of defense?
What is the.meaninvf "an adequate standard of living for the elderly?"

Critical Analysis. 2 includes three issues. One is the argument that
defense spending "actually generates unemployment. " and is based on

Because of space limitations it has been necets2ry to 4.bbreviate some of Dr en's
assignments. Only a few of those accompanying hcr original report are included -
THE Einroi
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a study reported by United Press International. The second is called
"Rating Reagan" and was taken from an article in the Wall Street Journal
of October 16, 1981. The third deals with the "Ills,'llacts, and Disamenitics"
that accompany growth, as sccn by E. J. Mishan in The No Growth Socie0i,
edited by Mancur Olson and Hans IL Landsberg (New York. W. W. Norton
& Co., Inc., 1973). The students are required to state the main issue of
each reading and to tell whether the issue hinges on questions of fact,
definition, or value.

Assumptions are dealt with in Critical Thinking 3. The major causes
Of inflation as seen by the Chamber of Commerce, the AFL-CIO, and the
author of an article in the Reader:s Diskst of January 1979 are given. The
student must list two assumptions implicit in each of the.three arguments.

Critical Analysis 4 and Critical Analysis 5 focus on evidence in support
of arguments. In the first assignment the students read a newspaper article
on President Reagan's tax cuts. They then consider the type of evidence
given in the piece. Is it based upon factual data, the opinion of experts,
or reasoning that supports the conclusion? Is the evidence appropriate?
Is there sufficient background information to make the statistical data
meaningful? Arc the "authorities- cited biased or uninformed? Have rea-
soning and theoretical concepts been misapplied? In the second exercise
the students are asked to indicate the kirids of data they would look for
to support certain conclusions. For example, one conclusion is. The
FederalReserve regulatimakes the wrong decisions about how to change
the money supply." In alaition, various individuals and other sourccs are
listed, and the students must evaluate each source in terms oflts reliability
in rcgard to the argument. (Paul Volcker and Milton Friedman 2re listed
for the item on the Federal Reserve, for example.)

The fallacy of composition is the subject of Critical Analysis 6. The
falbcy is defined, and the students arc given two statementsone about
the size of the national dcbt and the other about consumcr debtand
told to point out the fallacy in the statements and provide evidence for
the designation.

Critical Analysis 7 involves the post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy
the error of assuming that becausc one event followed another event it
must haye becn cAused by thc prior event. Statements on oil profits,
deficit spending, and high interestsates arc given, and the students must
spoi the fallacy and provide a different explanation for the chronological
Order of thc events. Of course, economic reasoning must be uscd. The
following i the statement on oil profits:

The domestic pil companies in the US. arc near monopolies. They have
the powcr to take advantage of the consumer nearly at will. The supply
shock from OPEC in thc early 1970s was worsened by the actions of these
firms. After OPEC raised oil prices, the prices of oil products rosc in thc
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US. and the total profits of oil companies i4creased. An inflationary supply
shock was worsened by the monopoly po er of the domestic oil industry
which took advantageof the-OPEC excust to increaSe its profit margin.

3Critical Analysis 8 explains circular masoningthe use of a complex
argument in which thc conclusion is actually assumed initially.. Thc fallacy
is not always obvious because different terminology can be employed
for the assumptions and conclusion. The students are presented with two
statements and are askcd to dctect the circular reasoning and then to
rcwritc the argumcnt to avoid circularity. One of the statements is as
follows:

LYS. business is inefficient compared with the rcst of the world. Such Mel
ficiency means that Me cost of producing goods in the U.S. exceeds that
of other countries. Such costs include higher wage rates and obsolete
'equipment. U.S. businesses during the '70s invested very little in new plarit
and equipment compared to other countries or to ourselves in earlier
periods. Given higher costs, the U.S. must price its goods higher than world
market priccs. Therefore, other countries are more efficient than the U.S.

4
Thc second statement deals With thc relationship between high interest

..
rates and savings: .

.

Some simple formal logic is introduced in Critical Analysis 9 in thc
form of syllogisms. The syllogism is defined and then illustrated with
examples using the relationship between the money supply and inflation
or deflation. Some of thc examples are invalid and some have incorrect
conclusions. The students are presented W ith seN eral arguments and asked
in each case to point out thc sy llogism and to assess its validity in each.
Thc following is an example: .

Economists frequently assume that imestment is negatively related to in-
terest rates. Data do not support this, however. For example, during the
sixties interest rates reached record heights. Investment should have dc
dined, but in' fact it rose. The mid sixties were a boom period for business
investm.ent. Thus investment is not negatively related to intcrcst rates.

Other arguments deal with iovernment spending, taxes, and the rela
;kinship between wages and inflation.

Critical Analysis 10, called "Organizing an Argument," is presented
in its entircty:

For each of the following propositions, state one reason which supports
it. Then in outline form develop that reason with logic, facts, or assumptions
which lead to defending your rcason. You nccd not look up the facts other
than those available in your textbook.
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Proposition 1. Variable mortgage interest rites (a plan in which mortgage
rates can be changed during the tcrm of the loan in ac-
cordance wiih the state of the economy) help to limit the
inflation.

Proposition 2 Government regulation of industry during the 1970s caused
a decline in US. productivity growth..

Proposition 3: Wage and price controls _are unfair.

The final critical &inking assignment requires the students to use
what they have learned in the preeeding ten short assignments to write
a five-page analysis of an article that presents a-particular point of view.
The articles used recently were John Kenneth Galbraith's "Why Reagan-
omics C2n't Work," which appeared in The New Republic of September
1981, and Irving Kristol's "The Case for a Massive Tax Cut" in theReader's
Digest of April 1979.

A FEASIBILITY STUDY

To test the feasibility of the proposal, a pilot study was made in the
1981-82 fall semester in two intermediate macroeconomics sections
taught by Virginia Owen. The experimental section used the whole pack-
ageall ten critical thinldng assignments plus the final article-evaluation
assignment The control section was given the Conventional term-paper
assignment Both classes used the tine text, Robert J. Gordon's Ma-
croeconomics (Boston. Little, Brown & Co., 1981), and both weresiven
the same reading assignments and homework problems (primarily math-
ematical) in the basic text. Both classes took the same exams, and the
scores from the two sections were combined to determine the overall
distribution and letter grades. Problems and essays were included in all

cxaminations.
Thc critical thinking assignments did not completely fit the model

described earlier, and the explanatory material is not completely self-
contained Thus, some class time in thc experimental section had to be
spent on explaining the concepts and exercises. The control section,
therefore, had more timc for the regular textbook material. The Instructor
personally graded the assignments in the experimental group and re-
turned them with model answers. The economic concepts covered were
less sophisticated than they will be when thc entire system is imple-
mented This WAS because many students were being exposed to critical
thinking concepts fOr thc first time. When all students are introduced to
critical thinking skills in their introductory courses it will not be necessary
to simplify the economics or the learning process.

There were 43 students in the experimental group and 46 in the
control section Intermediate macroeconomics Is required.of economics
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majors, who usually take it in their junior year. A number of business
majors also enroll, and occasionally a master's Candidate will take thc
course. Because it has a reputation .of bcing difficult, margitul students
postpone taking it until thcir senior ycar. Thc result is a bimodal ability
distribution, onc mode pertaining to the .group of very good studentS
and the other, to the marginal students. Registration was unrestricted,
and both classes werc offered at desirable times. The control group
appeared to be slightly more able than thc experimental students, more
had averages above B and fewer a erages below C. A greater percentage
of thc control students were seniors and sraduate students.

Two measures of success were used as dependent variableS in a
multiple regression atulysis. Thc first was the final grade in the course.
This was a combination of homcw orksrades, performance on essay and
problem tests, term paper or critical analysis grade, and score on the
optional comprehensive essay and final exam problem. The second meas-
ure of success was thc score on the analysis section of the last exam. A
situation using intermediate economics concepts was presented for anal
ysis. Two hypotheses werc developed: .

Hypothesis 1. Students scorcs on the asulysis section in the final test
will be significantly improved by exposure to critical thinking assign
ments.
Hypothesis 2. Final coursc grades are significantly improved by ex
posure to critical thinking assignments.

As a first approximation, a test of 'the significance of the difference
between means was made on the mean final grade and mean score on 'I

the analysis section for the tw o classes. There was no significant differenee
between the control and experimental groups. Thesc measures w ere then
regressed upon demographic variables (age, gender, class), ability vari
ables (ACT scores, grade point average), and effort variablEs (score on
homework problems, number of homework problems completed, score If

on crttical thmkmg assignments, and ascrage score per critical thinkink
assignment). In some of the regressions, the number of homework prob-
lems completed was`substituted for the homework scores because the
students could have had a learning experience even if they did the prob
lems incorrectly. (When correct answers are provided, students who
have tried the assignments will gain morc dun those who ignorc them.)
Similarly, in some regressions the average score per critical thinking
assignment was substituted for the total critical thinking score. This was
to account for thc possibility that students who already possessed critical
thinking skills might not do all c assignments but might score ery well
on the ones they did comp te.
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Regressions were run on data pooled from both sections, with a zero
score for critical thinking measures from the control group, since they
were not exposed to the assignments at all. Regressions were also run
on the experimental section albne, and on subgroups for GPAs below C
and above-C. The most consistently stpifidant variable was,the score on
the homework problems or the nuber of homework problems com-
pleted. The GPA was frequently significant in regressions for the final
grade, but never for the analysis section. Performance on the critical
thinking assignments, however measured, was more significant in ex-
plaining the analysis subscore than the final grade. (The regression results
were improved whether measured by significance ofregression coeffi-
cients, ,adjusted R2, or significance of F-ratios when the average critical
thinking score was used -rather than the raw total.)

The demographic variables of age and gender were never significant,
and class standing was significant only in some regressions for the final
grade On the whole, the regressions explaining final grade were signif-
icantly better than those for the analysis section scOre. (Some adjusted
R2's for the analysis section were under .10, and the only insignificant
F's at the 5 percent level or better were for these regressions.) A re-
markable finding was that the ACT scores were not significant in any of
the regressions. This can be explained, perhaps, -by the need for knowl-
edge of economic theory in order to do well in intermediate theory'
courses. Grade point averages may reflect this knowledge at the junior/
senior level better than ACT scores.

*hen the students were 'classified by GPA for separate analysis some
interesting changes occurred in the regression, results. For those with
marginal GPAs, the critical thinking score was significant in both the final
grade and the analysis section score regressions. (The sample, however,
contain&l only 16 students.) The highest R2 of any regression occurs
with this group in the final grade regression (.96). For those with GPAs
above 2.00 (where A = 4.00), the general results are confirmed that the
homework score is the most significant determinant of final grade and
the critical thinking score is the most significant determinant of the
analysis section score.

CONCLIBION

Students' critical thinking skills can be improved by roviding as-
signments specifically designed for that purpose. The assihments used
in this experiment proved to be generally succtssful and were-especially
e pful to the weaker students. This conclusion is supported not only by

the regression analysis, but also by the performance of,the experimental
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section, which was poorer in ability at the outset than the control section,
but did equally well by the end of the course. It appears that good students
have already acquired these skills in large measure, so that specific as-
signments at the intermediate level are not as important for them as for
the weaker students. This might not hold if the intermediate macroeco-
nomics assignments had capped a .series of critical' thinking aciivities in
the principles course, as intended in the proposal and had, therefore,
contained more sophisticated economids problems. This experiment,
however, justifies the use of the overall program design.

Aft-
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